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FROM
THE EDITOR

W

elcome to our summer issue. In
celebration of our tenth anniversary,
our designers have unfurled the latest
of their design initiatives. Readers will now be
able to shuffle through our core topic areas of
Art, Culture, Food and Wine or Special Features
guided by helpful colour coded flags denoting
content categories. If you’re looking for articles
about art, look for the sky blue flash, or if you are a
culture vulture look for the dark blue.
I would like to welcome new writers
Lindy Mechefske, who will be exploring food and
related matters, and Josie Newman, who writes on
history and cultural matters. Lindy kicks off with
an examination of whether the vegetarian life
style really is a solution to our current problems
and Josie reports back on a visit to Millbrook. Lillie
Normile has been to Newburgh and one unifying
aspect of these two stories that particularly stood
out, was learning of the ever present danger of
devastation by fire and how fire had repeatedly
changed the landscape and fortunes of many
villages and villagers…still a problem today as we
see too often in the news.
Michael
Pinkus
continues
his
perambulations around Prince Edward County
wineries and Konrad Ejbich reveals the extent
of the punitive burden of taxation under which
Ontario wineries labour.

In the field of the visual arts we note
with great sadness the passing of Otto Rogers,
take a look at the origins of abstract art, and
visit David Hatch at Hatch Gallery in Bloomfield
to explore his personal passion for Canadian
abstract painting. We also drop in on the Robert
McLaughlin Gallery to take a peek at a show
connecting the late great Canadian abstract artist,
Jack Bush, and his devotee Francisco-Fernando
Granados. Hri Neil surveys other facets of The
County art scene to keep us all abreast with the
latest news.
Keeping Music Live pays homage to
The Waring House which must be congratulated
for its magnificent twenty-five year record of
hosting live music, a record further enhanced by
the launch of the PEC Chamber Music Festival at
a gala evening event. Order your Festival Flexpass
now, to be sure not to miss the New Orford String
Quartet, the Gryphon Trio, True North Brass and
oh, someone by the name of Julie Nesralleh will
be performing a world premiere of a song cycle
written by Uriel Vanchestein. Also, check out the
activities at the cultural hub of Westben which
has a full schedule of opportunities not to be
missed.
To keep tummies full we have summer
salad recipes perfect for alfresco dining and a
couple of marinades for the bbq. Herma shows
us how to treat our guests and Anna Olson has
a tempting Caesar recipe to quench our thirst.
Our friends at The Social in Port Hope have kindly
shared their red curry cod recipe…try it out, or
enjoy it on their patio.
All we need now is some sunshine.
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Besties Opens in Rossmore

Enhance your
outdoor living area
with a Rolltec®
retractable awning!

CALL ERIC CAMERON TODAY

613.921.1350

ROLLTEC
DEALER
SINCE 2002

We’ll have you made in the shade
awningsbelleville.ca
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Just over the Bay Bridge, at 10 Ridley
Street, Rossmore is a startling orange
coloured metal clad building, now home
to Besties Pet Spa & Cuisine. Recently
renovated, inside the orange theme
continues in a polished concrete floor
of which any abstract artist would be
proud. The original stripped pine ceiling
has been retained with a distressed
finish complementing reclaimed timber
shelving.
Besties is the passion project of Blaze
Hymus and the care shown in the store’s
design is reflected in the care your pet
will receive in her hands. Quite simply,
Besties aims to be your pet’s best friend.
A full range of grooming services and
treatments is available as well as quality
foods for both dogs and cats from the
best companies, Boreal, Acana, Orijen,
Nutri-Source, Open Farm, and FROMM.

Canada Pooch fashions, including life
jackets are in stock. Besties offers a
discount to the Military and Emergency
Responders and has a loyalty program for
grooming.
Contact Blaze for all your pet’s needs.
Please call 613 962 2300
blaze@mybestie.ca • mybestie.ca

special feature
By Marijo Cuerrier and Councillor Ryan Williams

N

estled alongside the mighty Moira River, historic downtown Belleville with its meandering waterside walking trails recently
underwent an extensive revitalization. Now the main street’s stunning nineteenth century architecture, with many buildings
restored to their original glory, enjoys a redeveloped streetscape with wider sidewalks, interlocking brick pedestrian
crosswalks, classic street lights overlooking contemporary cement benches, and granite planters all blending together to
create a welcoming environment that must be considered a showpiece of the Quinte Region.

Located at the 150 year old Market Square, the Farmers Market on Saturdays, Tuesdays and Thursdays, offers fresh fruit, vegetables, meats
and more. Boasting twenty-two ethnically diverse restaurants ranging from Mexican, Italian, Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese and French,
all owned by local entrepreneurs, it’s understandable that the downtown core is attracting a plethora of residential developments all
within comfortable walking distance. If casual is your preference, there are pizzerias, bistros and coffee shops.
Unique retail shops fill the downtown, the majority run by their owners, who have taken the time to choose inventory just for you and
who are genuinely interested in helping you to find what you seek. A variety of excellent hair salons and spas have called downtown
Belleville home for many years. If fitness is your thing, choose from a number of privately owned fitness facilities, yoga studios and retail
stores specializing in getting you moving and active.
Looking for evening entertainment? There’s plenty to choose from, all within walking distance of restaurants and retail stores: a night
of fun in an escape room, or perhaps a live local theatre production. Maybe try your hand at axe throwing, or cozy up at the movies for
date night? Live music can be found at the historic Empire Theatre where bands of the calibre of the Tragically Hip have played, to more
intimate restaurant settings where singer/songwriters may serenade you over a glass of local wine.
Throughout the year events are presented, from art and music crawls to food contests like Savour the Chill - where the downtown
becomes a judging panel for our chefs, or Downtown@Dusk Summer Solstice - an evening of music, artisans, and speciality foods, with
international street performers keeping the night alive.

OPEN YEAR-ROUND
TUESDAY TO SUNDAY
257 B RIDGE S TREET E AST ,
B ELLEVILLE , ON
613-962-2329

SEPTEMBER TO MAY: 1 PM-4:30
JUNE TO AUGUST: 10 AM—4:30

PM
PM

-TripAdvisor Review
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special feature

Stay up to date with events
in the downtown area
visit downtownbelleville.
ca or follow dtbelleville
on Facebook, or @
dt.downtownbelleville
on Instagram.
Downtown Belleville is the hub of the Quinte
Region - a micro-urban lifestyle that supports
a community of local businesses and people
that love living the small city life. Walking,
biking, shopping, dining, visiting, or simply
living in downtown - be a part of it!
Whilst only recently elected, Councillor Ryan
Williams is well known for his contribution
to regional economic development, (Bay of
Quinte Tourism and QuinteVation), and now
has a special responsibility for the continuing
development of the downtown core. At
the forefront of a drive to make Belleville a
destination experience with a unique brand
of entrepreneurship called Rural Innovation,
he comments, “The Innovation Economy
is all about ideas. It’s about building a
culture where entrepreneurs with creative
ideas, can start up, collaborate, and grow.
Creating a destination has been at the
forefront of Belleville Council’s priorities for
some time and that reality is now beginning
to take shape as a new BDIA board, strategic
plan and business plan are rolled out.”
Lead by Katherine Brown and new Executive
Director Marijo Cuerrier alongside a
very new board of directors, things are
positioned for change. "For some years we
have had festivals and events like Rockfest,
Quintelicious, and Art Walks marketing the
downtown." Councillor Williams believes “It
is growth in all these elements that makes
a destination tick, not just tourism that may
bring visitors for a few hours or days, but a
lifestyle driving community, business and
economic development.”
A destination is a hot spot that’s already
hot. It’s where people already live and do
business. Think of Yorkville or even Miami
Beach, they are destinations not because
of what they could be, but because of what
they are. "Downtown Belleville is no different
in its potential,” he concludes. E
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Best prices in the Province!

silver & stone jewellery

Thomas Estevez Design

oil paintings by Jesus Estevez
silver and stone jewellery
art classes
commissions
prints
cards

613.210.2979 395 Front St., Belleville

Maria Moreno Garabat
Untitled #17
Acrylic on Canvas

Frances Key
Cow Takes A Walk
Oil on Canvas

GALLERY ONE TWENTY ONE

Quintessential Art
Original Art Works in a variety
of art media by members and
guests artists
Tuesday - Saturday 10am - 4.pm
48 Bridge Street E. Belleville ON
gallery121artists.com

special feature
The Belleville Art Association presents
their annual One By One Show and Sale
at their new gallery at 208 Front Street
in Belleville July 9 to September 6, 2019.
Over 150 original works of art each
priced at $100 and measuring one foot
by one foot will be featured.
Gallery hours Tues - Sat 10am-4pm
613.968.8832 • bellevilleart.ca

Make Belleville your
shopping destination
rain or shine!

Belleville.ca
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July 4, 7:15 p.m.
CHARLES RICHARDHAMELIN, piano
July 13, 4:15 p.m.
TRUE NORTH
BRASS

2019

July 18, 7:15 p.m.
BRAZILIAN GUITAR
QUARTET
Aug 10, 4:15 p.m.
GRYPHON TRIO
Aug 15, 4:15 p.m.
ENSEMBLE MADE IN
CANADA, piano quartet

Great musicians perform memorable music
at St. Paul’s Church, Amherst Island.
For more information visit:

www.watersidemusic.ca
m u s ic w a t e r s i d e@ g mai l . co m

ZIMBABWEAN STONE
SCULPTURE

OUR 26th SEASON!

Natural Beauty by Wimbai Ngoma

Open Daily June 1 to Thanksgiving

zimart.ca

302 Queen Street
Port Perry

festival 2019

July 3 t o
August 16

at now!
e
s
r
e
m
m
u
s
r
u
o
Grab y
www.theatreontheridge.ca
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Jun 27, 7:30
Tia McGraff & Tommy Parham
with Jake the Road Dawg.
Nashville sound/Grammy
nominee.
Jul 06,1:00
Royal Ballet Romeo & Juliet
Sergei Prokofiev.
Also Jul 8, 1:00
Jul 8, 7:30
North Sea Jazz - MARUTYRI
9 piece from Rotterdam
Jul 27, 7:30
MANDY LAGAN ORIGINS
THE JONI BOOK featuring
Dave Restivo, Ted Quinlan,
Andrew Downing
Sep 06, 7:30
FRIENDS OF FIDDLERS GREEN
Annual Labour Day
Weekend Tour.
42 years and still enchanting.

cobourgloft.ca
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Flash Crashes.
Trade Wars. Robo Advisors.
Negative Bond Returns.
Algorithmic Trading.

Jason Trueman CFA
Portfolio Manager
Melissa Pearce, BA (Hons)

What is the world coming to?

SEPTEMBER
25 – 29, 2019
HOLIDAY INN KINGSTON WATERFRONT

TICKETS AVAILABLE
ONLINE AND AT THE
GRAND THEATRE JULY 10
Special 2- or 4- day Writers
Retreat packages available!
M.G. Vassanji • Elizabeth Hay
Michael Crummey • Lee Maracle
Andrew Pyper • Emma Donoghue
Joshua M. Ferguson • S.K. Ali
Steven Price + MANY MORE

PLAN YOUR FESTIVAL AT

KINGSTONWRITERSFEST.CA
#KWF19 #WRITERSFESTYGK
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Digital technologies are transforming the
way Canadians live their personal lives.
Cumberland clients are no exception, and
they expect us to be on the forefront of
these trends. We wanted to create a more
digital platform for our clients and after
18 months, we have created the Portfolio
Advisor Tool (PAT). We did not want to rely
on a robot trading for our clients so we put
a human in charge – well actually, an entire
team of highly experienced professionals.
The same individuals who look after our
High Net Worth clients, and we can now help
Canadians at different income levels and
life stages, with portfolios as low as $50,000
and accounts as small as $5,000.
Cumberland’s Portfolio Advisor Tool
automates
everything
from
client
onboarding, investment policy statement
design and model selection, to portfolio
creation, management and rebalancing –
ensuring that clients can easily monitor their
accounts when they wish.
PAT’s data-driven investment service
uses its technology platform to capture
client information, and Cumberland’s
experience to assess each client’s risk profile.
PAT creates a tailored investment policy
statement for each client and selects each

To learn more please
contact either Melissa or
Jason and please visit:
cumberlandpat.com

client’s portfolio with their suitability in mind.
Before opening an account, a Cumberland
investment professional will personally
speak with each client to ensure suitability.
We also pride ourselves on the human touch
with a live person to chat to during business
hours.
Unlike typical Robo platforms that construct
a client portfolio using passive indextracking ETFs, PAT builds client portfolios
using Cumberland’s proprietary in-house
actively managed investment solutions
that aim to do better than passive indices
with less risk. These are the same portfolios
we own ourselves and on behalf of our
wealthiest clients. Cumberland’s research
team utilizes modern portfolio trends and its
proprietary research process to screen, score
and monitor investment opportunities for
each client’s investment portfolio.
Cumberland’s Portfolio Advisor Tool may be
for you. Interest rates are near all time lows
and bonds are struggling to make money.
Equity markets have reached last year’s
highs with significant volatility over the 18
months. Cumberland has a strong 20 year
track record of managing risk, protecting our
clients’ capital and helping them meet their
life goals. E

When seeking a wealth manager best suited for you, consider more than
just past investment returns, and look to the additional skills, expertise and
fiduciary duties your advisor will bring to your long-term financial success.

With age came wisdom

and the understanding

that one should focus on what’s valuable

and worry not about one’s wealth

Go Far. Together.
Partner with us by visiting
cumberlandprivatewealth.com
or call 1 613 929 1090
Cumberland Private Wealth Management Inc.
218 King St. East, Kingston, ON, Canada, K7L 3A6
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culture

The Trend
Towards
Homesteading
Content and Photos By Carson Arthur

I’

ve always felt like the backyard is a
perfect opportunity to save a little
money. Apparently people agree with
me as the kitchen garden has become
fashionable again. Call it homesteading;
people are adding gardens, raised planters
and containers filled with attractive herbs
and vegetables to their outdoor spaces!
If you are new to growing your own food,
there are definitely a few pitfalls that you
should avoid.
Don’t restrict your vegetables to plant
beds. We’ve been growing tomatoes in
containers for years, but how about lettuce
in a pot? Salads always taste best when they
are fresh and you’ll have no excuse with a
beautiful urn filled with gorgeous frilled and
colourful leaves. Also great in containers
are zucchinis, bush beans, even pumpkins!
Just make sure to choose containers with
good drainage that will support healthy root
growth. I usually go with a recycled plastic
option instead of the traditional terracotta.
Terracotta is really good at absorbing
water…so good that it often dries out plants
faster than other options.
Having the garden at a convenient height
makes it easier for some homeowners to
get into home agriculture but be careful
when creating those raised planters. It is

really important to choose the right type of
wood in which to grow food. Avoid those
tar covered railroad ties and other types
of wood that use harmful toxins. These
chemicals are able to leach into the soil and
in some cases directly into your produce.
Instead, opt for clean cedar or the new type
of pressure-treated wood called MicroPro
Sienna (MPS). By using new technology,
MPS
has
been
awarded
several
accreditations and has been shown to be
safe, even in areas of open water. When
building your planters out of wood, make
sure that you line them with a geo-textile
fabric to prevent soil from leaking out
between the boards after each watering.
Water your garden from under the plants.
Vegetables and herbs are very susceptible to
different types of fungal infections, brought
on by water on the leaves. Drip hoses are
perfect for most vegetables because they
keep the leaves dry.
If you are new to the vegetable garden
scene, trust me, do your research! Growing
veggies in small spaces and maximizing the
amount of produce has become a science.
Don’t assume that how your mother grew
potatoes is the best way anymore. I can
promise that growing vegetables is going to
be a lot of work, but that first salad from your
efforts is going to make it all worthwhile. E

Historic
Bata Shoe Factory
Restored

T

he historic Bata Shoe Factory has
been transformed from a striking midcentury modern industrial building into
a luxurious contemporary condo-inspired
rental called Batawa Lofts.
Located along the Trent River in the Quinte
West Region, the town of Batawa arose in
1939 when the late Thomas and Sonja Bata
built the centrepiece of the community,
the Bata Shoe Factory. Successfully operating
for over sixty years, the factory closed its
doors in 1999.
In 2005, Mrs. Bata purchased the sixteen
hundred acres of land and incorporated
Batawa Development Corporation (BDC) as
part of her vision to rejuvenate the village
into a mixed-use sustainable community.
The Bata Shoe Factory is the first building
to be completed in Mrs. Bata’s revitalization
master-plan, which will eventually include
forty single-family homes, townhouses and
other residential and commercial spaces.
Guided by Batawa Development Corporation
and designed by Quadrangle Architects
and Dubbeldam Architecture + Design, the
five-storey midrise building retains many of
the Bauhaus-inspired characteristics of the
former shoe factory.
Boasting a beautiful and modern doubleheight lobby with a floating staircase,
Batawa Lofts is home to forty-seven residential
units. Suites are available in one bedroom,
one bedroom + den, two bedroom and
two bedroom + den configurations
and range from 590 sq. ft. to 1,220 sq. ft.
Leases begin at $1,370/month.
Open concept, the residences feature
soaring twelve or even fourteen foot
ceilings, and the loft-height scenic windows
flood the suites with natural light. The
chef-inspired home-style kitchens feature
stainless steel appliances and all units
include a private balcony.
Residents also have access to an expansive

12,000 sq. ft. wrap-around rooftop patio,
offering breathtaking views from every
direction of the Trent River, Batawa Ski Hill
and the lush greenery surrounding the
village.
Batawa Lofts will also feature two levels of
retail and commercial spaces including the
first licensed childcare facility in the area, the
Trenton Military Family Resource Centre.
Today, Batawa Village offers its three
hundred residents a vibrant year-round
active community with over twenty-five
kilometres of trails for mountain bikers and
hikers to enjoy.
It also provides a school, Catholic Church,
an active Lions Club, a Community Centre
(where weddings, meetings, dinners,
receptions and other events are frequently
held), and a fire hall.
The community even has its own ski hill!
The Batawa Ski Hill, which celebrated its
sixtieth anniversary this year, features three
lifts, seven runs and has a ski school with
certified instructors. The ski hill chalet is
undergoing a number of upgrades to include
a new kitchen, new accessible entrances,
new heating and air conditioning systems,
and a number of environmentally-friendly
improvements that will allow the chalet to
operate more sustainably in the future.
Just four minutes from a grocery store, drug
store and local services, Batawa is home to
three hockey rinks and soccer fields. A short
drive south is Prince Edward County and
the beaches of Sandbanks Provincial Park.

For leasing information and to book your private
appointment to view the beautiful designerfurnished model suites, visit online LiveBatawa.
com, email info@livebatawa.com, or call
613-919-8439.
You can also drop by the leasing office located at 58
Plant Street, Batawa, ON. Hours:
Mon 11 am-2 pm; Tues 1:30 pm-3:30 pm Wed 9:30
am-12:30 pm, and other times by appointment.
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special feature

Warkworth

D

espite some heaven sent challenges,
Warkworth’s famous Lilac Festival
rallied round and enjoyed a very
busy and sunny Sunday with visitors
appreciating the unique ambience of
the recently extended trail. In the village
proper, crowds revelled in live music lead
by Warkworth’s own Howard Baer and
the Main Street Rhythm Band, followed
by a display of oriental dance courtesy of
Firelights and Friends Dance Troupe. Look
out for Eat in the Park, (August 18th) the
evolution of the Long lunch which takes
advantage of the delightful setting afforded
by Mill Creek Park to combine the best of
local fare, community and live music.

Remember Good?

TM

Blandford Gates’ Show ‘CATS’ at the Ah!
Centre proved to be very popular, with a
good turnout for the local sculptor and
architect. From 22nd June to 21st July
the Ah! Centre hosts the internationally
known, Toronto based textile artist, Amanda
Mc.Cavour. Stunningly beautiful suspended
embroidered installations imply a feminine
fragility, whilst exploring the subtle interplay
of two and three dimensions, definitely
required viewing.
Park up and take a walk around Warkworth’s
historic street scene replete with unique bijou
retailers. Enjoy the small town atmosphere
married to big city sophistication with stores
like Centre & Main, purveyors of the finest
hand-crafted chocolate, or The Village Pantry
provides every kind of kitchen implement
imaginable for the ultimate dinner party
sophistication, and there’s also ice cream!
Winker’s Nook has shifted focus a little and
now offers hand-painted refinished furniture
and stocks County Chic paints, as well as
antiques to beautify your home. Frantic
Farms is where to find Monica and Paulus
and their hand made ceramic and blown
glass art. Wine tastes better in a quirky hand
made glass!

www.pecfoods.com

GRAPEVINE20 promo code for all online sales
16 Grapevine Magazine I Summer 2019

After a spot of retail therapy, its time to get
out on the golf course: Warkworth Golf
course is an eighteen hole course in a scenic
setting of mature trees, with challenging
sand and water traps. Pay as you go or
become a member. E

special feature

KITCHENWARE
GOURMET GOODS
ARTISANAL CHEESES

Come in and share the love
Gift Basket Delivery Available
613.921.2604
thevillagepantry.ca
27 Main Street, Warkworth, ON KoK 3K0
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culture

The Facets of Coming Home
by Deidre Reitav
n the indigo night, with the slice of antler
moon
the mind generates a homecoming.
A red truck down a dusty road, a wave from
a barn.
A wave, an embrace, a musical voice talking
about the new scent of foreign winds.

I

There are those who will never know the
coming to the past.
Of making a way home.
In the strata of nights they transfer the faith
that there will be possibilities
in the hereafter.
Where a road deep in the season is walked
and
a long departed hand fits theirs.
That the lighting and touching down of
silver wings
is in the same ballet as a greeting that
lifts one off the ground,
with circular music.
The patiently waiting elder,
one faded flower in a hand
that saw war; tended cattle
and now waits.
Waits for the frail hand he hasn’t seen in
years;
the aged but smiling face with its
delicate skin like the movement of a Gypsy
Moth.
A homecoming for some is a place where
they visit ghosts.
Places that harbour them like a winter
season full of
Summer’s smile.
Those homecomings that return to sleep
each night beneath a Maple,
as would a homing dove caught in a reel of
time.
I have visited ghosts, in good places and
lonely places,
I simply go, because maybe my father once
said something,
I have remembered there.
A special place amongst asters in
September
where I learned another mile to becoming
wise.
I visit ghosts....forgotten things that travel
back home every day
Sixty year old voices still come home; they
hang on eaves and call the men from the
18 Grapevine Magazine I Summer 2019

fields.
The apple tree beneath which all yesterday’s
loved creatures lie.
I touch its bark and smell the summer days
of youth,
with the snow beneath me.
Memories coming home on that three day
road,
memories that smell like cemetery leaves
and diesels growling in the
deep of Autumn.
The distiller, the vintner and the astral cash
on the barrel head.
As only the finest coming home after years
means
the giving up of a handsome angel’s share.
The liquids disappearing into the celestial
spheres.
Each departure, in its chemical irony;
making the coming home of the finished
spirit and wine;
its first fingerprints upon glass;
all the more valuable.
We always migrate home.
Whether we like it or not.
Bees, Salmon, Arctic Geese.
What shaped our lives before always exists
in us.
Thick as rivers or the small capillary of a
brook.
Our memories mark us like water on land,
and try as we might to change,
we always gravitate to the well worn river
bed.
Some will follow a street home.
A city made them.
Some the scent of temples, or the glimpse of
white stone in the sun.
In some minds it is the scent of backwaters
and railways,
the glare of carnival or lament or prayer.
The sound of a bell or blowing grass,
may be to some,
an old sign pointing home.
My homecomings are honey comb under my
skin,
as if the moon actually lived there too
alongside.
Sweet smelling chambers of memory and
places.
I cling to these when the winters of my life
reveal a shortage

of spirit food.
I come home to that place;
of hot hay and the clang of a machine.
Basil in the kitchen with its tobacco barn
floor.
Nights of music,
someone singing ‘Wild and Blue.’
My soul migrates,
my head turns to these watering holes of
memory.
They are caverns of anvils and bellows.
Lighted with stained glass,
resting on spalted birch and curly maple.
Scent of sawdust and Varathane.
Sunflower seeds in brown bags,
shells on the floor.
Sweaters, lanolin and beer brewing under
the grand piano.
Van Morrison, a web of sound filling all the
empty places.
This memory of mine turns on a lathe,
or is sinew pushing and moving an antique
hand plane.
The whole image warmed by an old black
stove,
with wood that to my father was a phantom
limb,
in the possibilities of what it could have
been beyond its
responsibility of heat.
So I go home and am joyous; am sad.
As others are, because some people are still
here
others are now souls in the wind and
between the stars.
My spirit revolves counter clockwise,
stopping at past numerals,
a storm moves, the air moves in a hurtling
dishwater sky.
Lightning strikes the back hill.
I come home and know in that hill
with its earthy cardiac labyrinth,
there is water, and I will always know where
to witch.
The homecomings of our lives are the
paragraphs; the calligraphy
where the quill bleeds the most ink.
It is all colours.
For some it is walking back home to
memories,
Or arriving to the step of your loneliness,
or waiting for that red truck to come down
the road. E

FLEXIBLE by Design
FREEDOM LIVING by Choice

Art Tours not to Miss
Rednersville Road
Art Tour
Labour Day Weekend
August 31, September 1 & 2
rednersvilleroadarttour.com
Northumberland Hills
Studio Tour
September 7 & 8
northumberlandstudiotour.ca
A unique concept in 55 plus living

Prince Edward County
Studio Tour
September 20 – 22
pecstudiotour.com

Book your personalized visit today!
15 Wellings Drive, Picton 613-827-5338

DISCOVER
WELLINGS
NOW
85% LEASED!

Contact: Katherine
Email: Katherine@wellingsofpicton.com
WellingsofPicton.com
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wine

Working for the Revenue Department
By Konrad Ejbich

Big news in The County, folks. Redtail Vineyard has new owners.
Never heard of Redtail?
This tiny, off-grid, solar-powered, biodynamic winery was established a decade
ago by Quebeckers Gilbert Provost and his partner Pauline Joicey, whose dream
was to squeeze grapes as their ‘Freedom-55’ retirement project.

In clear terms, the
government of Ontario is
working against its own
citizens by favouring the
sale of foreign wines in
government stores.
Is this Doug Ford's idea of
"Open for Business?"

L

ong-time civil servants in the aviation
sector, they purchased an eleven acre
property on Partridge Hollow Road in
Hillier and immediately began planting Pinot
Gris and Pinot Noir grapes.
Before joining Closson Chase Vineyards as
full-time winemaker and general manager,
Keith Tyers spent one season at Redtail,
helping Pauline manage the vineyards and
assisting Gilbert in the winery.
“I really enjoyed working with Pauline
and Gilbert,” he said, adding, “What’s more
important is they have proven you can
grow Pinot Gris in The County and make an
exciting wine from it.”
Annual production at Redtail was less than
1,000 cases, so the winery never applied for
Vintners’ Quality Alliance (VQA) status.
New owner Thomas Stallinga and winery
president Brad Smith are long-time friends
who met in the Netherlands. Since they
are both new to the business and new to
The County, they’ve brought in master
winemaker Thomas Bachelder to oversee
production.
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His experience working with top vineyards
in Niagara, Oregon and most importantly in
Burgundy, the birthplace of Pinot Noir, will
be priceless in getting the new Redtail
Vineyards on the right track.
Bachelder plans to maintain the off-grid
biodynamic status for estate-grown wines,
while adding a line of additional wines
sourced from Niagara grapes to round out
the winery’s portfolio.
Hospitality expert Kathleen Shattock
manages day-to-day operations as well as
the tasting room.
Open to the public since early May, the winery
currently has four wines on offer: estatebottled 2017 Pinot Gris, 2017 Chardonnay,
2017 Riesling and the last vintage Pinot Noir
to be made by Gilbert Provost, the 2016.
I wish them much prosperity and a whole lot
of luck … considering how tough it can be
to eke out a living in Ontario from growing
grapes and making wine.
That’s because on every $20-bottle of County
wine sold through the LCBO the winery’s
cut is only $9.33. The federal government
imposes an excise tax of 88 cents, while
the Liquor Control Board of Ontario rakes in
$9.59.
The government gets more of the price
for doing nothing, than the winery gets for
doing everything. It starts by charging a
mark-up of $6.67, then adds a wine levy of
$1.22, followed by a bottle levy of $0.22, plus
an environmental tax of $0.09, tops that off
with HST of $2.28 (a tax on a tax) and finally
smacks down a bottle deposit of $0.20.

Receiving less than half the price, the winery
has to cover all the costs of growing grapes;
labour and production costs of making
wine; the cost of bottles, corks, labels and
packaging; plus the invisible expense of
storing the wine for some time before it is
ready to be shipped, as well as the cost of
shipping itself.
If—and it’s a big if—the LCBO accepts a
winery’s application for listing a product
in government liquor stores, wineries can
expect a sizeable bill for stocking, shelving,
marketing, promoting and advertising the
wine in their glossy magazine.
A single insertion in the annual holiday issue
of Food & Drink is $16,252. Can you imagine
how many bottles of County wine one
would need to sell to pay for that?
Finally, if there’s any money left at the end
of the fiscal year, there’ll be a new round of
taxes to pay, business taxes, property taxes,
licence fees, etc. Income, of course, leads to
income tax.
That, folks, is not the last laugh. The sad
truth is that the LCBO makes no effort to sell
County or Canadian wine. Imported wine is
far more profitable for the government, so it
actually prefers to sell wines from California,
Chile, Bulgaria or any other region in the
world but its own.
In 2017, then-LCBO-president Bob Peter was
remunerated $440,000 for squeezing the
profits out of Ontario wineries, while giving
preference to foreign wines. Today, eighteen
months later, new president, George Soleas
takes home $646,000 plus $19,000 in benefits
for doing the same job, maybe better. E

dare to design...
the fireplace of your dreams

Afternoon Tea!
Fridays & Sundays All Year Long
Call for Your Reservation

Boutique B & B and Tea Room

THE COUNTY’S LARGEST SHOWROOM
124 MAIN ST. PICTON • 613.476.9259
countyfireplace.ca

1725 Old Highway 2, Belleville, K8N 4Z2
613-966-1028 • 1-866-466-6876
innkeepers@montroseinn.ca
montroseinn.ca
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By Jeff Keary

“The boys are back in town,” so
advises Richard Gwozdowski. But he’s
not thinking of Thin Lizzy, he’s thinking of
Jonathan Crow, Brian Manker, Eric Nowlin,
and Andrew Wan, together comprising the
New Orford String Quartet, and who are the
joint directors of the Prince Edward County
Chamber Music Festival.

2019
Taking over the banqueting hall at the Waring
House for the evening, the festival was
launched with a benefit concert hosted in
great style and good humour by none other
than opera singer and radio broadcaster
of CBC’s Tempo, Julie Nesrallah. Violinist
Andrew Wan and pianist Charles RichardHamelin combined their considerable, Juno
nominated talents, to perform Beethoven’s
Opus 30 sonatas number one and number
five. A moment of poignancy pervaded the
proceedings as we learned these great works
were written at a time when Beethoven was
despairing of his increasing deafness and
even contemplating suicide. I have to say
that those gloomy thoughts were speedily
cast aside by a most spirited and impassioned
performance that brought the audience to
its feet and offered a taste of what is to come.
Friday 13 September might not necessarily
have the most auspicious associations, but
I am confident in predicting it will be an
evening not to miss, as the quartet are joined
by violist Aloysia Friedman performing
Mozart’s String Quintet, a Beethoven quartet
and a new work, Les Veuves, by this year’s
featured composer, Uriel Vanchestein.

See you at St. Mary
Magdalene, Picton,
I hope. Check out
pecmusicfestival.
com for full details.
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Saturday night offers Rachmaninoff, Mozart
and Lutoslowski at the hands of the piano
playing brothers Jon Kimura (Jackie) Parker
and Jamie Parker. Both are highly respected
ensemble players, Jackie with the Montrose
Trio and Jamie with the Gryphon Trio, who
perform selected works of Haydn, Brahms
and Mendelssohn on Sunday at 3 pm.
The following Friday soloists from Les Violins
du Roy chamber orchestra, Veronique
Vychytil (violin), Isaac Chalk (viola), and
Benoit Loiselle (cello), will be accompanied

New Orford String Quartet

PEC Chamber
Music Festival
on harpsichord by Mélisande McNabney
exploring the Baroque repertoire but also
including a contemporary Canadian work.
Saturday gives voice to Julie Nesrallah and
Robert Kortgaard in an evening of song
ranging from Rossini to Ravel and Gershwin,
“from classical to Broadway” and beyond
with a world premier of a song cycle written
specifically for Julie Nesrallah by Uriel
Vanchestein.
Sunday brings the proceedings to a
conclusion, when from 3 pm, Charles
Richard-Hamelin, silver medalist at the 2015
International Chopin Piano Competition,
presents Debussy, Rachmaninoff and,
naturally, Chopin.
An open air concert by True North Brass
provides a grand opening fanfare to the
above mentioned “moments musicaux.”
Starting at 2 pm on September 7 in Macauley
Heritage Park, Picton, this event is free.
If we want to continue to enjoy live music we
need musicians and an audience. It is quite
incomprehensible to me that most children
no longer have an opportunity to learn a
musical instrument through their formative
years at school. This is an issue that we as a

Julie Nesrallah

culture
Uriel Vanchestein

society should address. Apart from the music, learning an instrument has considerable intellectual and social benefits. There is a correlation
between musical ability and academic success, which shouldn’t be surprising as learning an instrument stimulates the brain, improves memory
and abstract reasoning skills. Playing music uses both sides of the brain which promotes creativity. Why wouldn’t we want our children to grow
up with these attributes? Additionally, the economic impact of the creative and cultural sectors should not be ignored.
One innovation introduced by the Prince Edward County Chamber Music Festival this year is the Festival Flexpass which provides six
admissions in any combination of people and concerts. Until June 21, they are available for a more than reasonable $175. If you are planning
to attend several concerts maybe you might ask a friend or colleague to accompany you…if we all take a companion, the festival’s audience
would double. E

New Orford String Quartet
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special feature

Bloomfield
In the centre of it all

W

hen Ernst Schumacher declared,
“Small is beautiful,” he probably
didn’t have Bloomfield on his mind.
However, Bloomfield is the perfect base from
which to explore The County…Sandbanks,
wineries and galleries are close by, but first
let’s see what Bloomfield has to offer.
The best way to enjoy Bloomfield’s heritage
architecture is on foot and admiring the
sights is definitely enhanced by an ice cream.
A visit to Slickers Ice Cream is a must, where
seventy flavours of ice cream or sorbets
await one’s taste buds. To find it just look for
the line up!
Green Gables is all pure nostalgia housed in
a Victorian building of no less than eleven
rooms all demanding investigation. You’ll
find gifts and toys, linens, fashion accessories,
home décor, garden accents and more: the
very definition of cornucopia.

added framing her list of accomplishments.
Ayurvedic principles govern her life and
Hatha Yoga in the Sivananda tradition is
offered. (31 Wellington Street West)
A short drive or cycle ride from Bloomfield
brings one to Oeno Gallery, the pinnacle of
The County’s art galleries nestled in its own
licensed sculpture park adjacent to Huff
Estates Winery. Oeno presents the best of
Canadian contemporary art, sculpture and
historical works, if a Maud Lewis is to your
taste. (2274 County Road 1)
On the way to Oeno, take the opportunity
to drop in at Kinsip Distillery, a farm based
grain to glass operation which distills all
of its products onsite using locally grown
ingredients. Try their range of spirits from gin
to whisky in the Sipping Room or book in for
a more advanced experience with a guided
tasting. (66 Gilead Road). E

Brag Clothing Co. where fashion equals fun is
a high quality women’s clothing store for the
smart, the sophisticated and the casual, with
an emphasis on trend, style, and comfort for
work or the weekend.
Terraflorens is a home and lifestyle treasure
trove. In stock are all kinds of colourful
gadgets for discerning shoppers that make
cooking and entertaining a pleasure. There’s
always something new …why not take
something from Terraflorens home with
you to remember your visit.
Feeling a little tired of walking? Maybe it’s
time to get on your bike! Rent an electrically
assisted bike from Pedego and you will
probably end up buying one…be warned
the experience is addictive. These bikes offer
the best of both worlds, pedal when you
want and power up when you need. Test
rides are free.
Studio 31 combines an art gallery and yoga
studio where you will find Indra Dosanjh
exploring new techniques. Recently she has
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The coolest way to taste The County
Two great locations
271 Main Street Bloomfield • 232 Main Street Picton
slickersicecream.com • 613-393-5433

Schwiing

Tribal

Fresh FX

Bobi

Esqualo

foxcroft
Ichi

OPEN 7 DAYS
279 Main Street, Bloomfield
613-393-5509

special feature

VISIT THE COUNTY’S
ONLY DISTILLERY!

Something For Everyone

10am-6pm Open 7 Days
Friday & Saturday open till 8pm
66 GILEAD ROAD IN BLOOMFIELD

613.393.1890 KINSIP.CA

Special Buys & One-Of-A-Kind
Always Changing, Always New
Gift & Toys • Fashion & Accessories
Home Décor • Christmas • Entertaining
Garden Accents
286 Main Street, Bloomfield On K0K 1G0
613-393-1494 greengablesbloomfield.com

Where Art and Yoga Flow
Boutique arts & Yoga Studio
Book your Art/Yoga session with resident
artist & yoga instructor Indra Dosanjh

HOME
KITCHEN
BATH

‘Being Seen’ by Indra Dosanjh, Resident Artist
Winner of People’s Choice, Art in the County 2018

Open Daily • 613.393.1993
279 Main Street Bloomfield

31 Wellington St W. Bloomfield
theStudio31.ca • 613.707.3037
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WWW.CLOSSONCHASE.COM

CLOSSON
CHASE
VINEYARDS
A COUNTY STATE OF MIND
629 CLOSSON ROAD, HILLIER
613.399.1418
INFO@CLOSSONCHASE.COM

Don't miss The Swinery,
now open for the season!
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MILLBROOK

By Josie Newman

King Street, the main thoroughfare and an
extension of County Road 21, features much
late Victorian architecture. Many are red brick,
and now house restaurants, art galleries and
all kinds of businesses. “Historic homes and
properties are the biggest drawing card to
Millbrook – forty-four of them are designated
as heritage buildings,” says Celia Hunter,
the president of the Millbrook and Cavan
Historical Society.
1 King Street East, built in 1875, was
originally the seat of the local council and
also served as a courthouse. A sprawling
red brick construction, complete with bell
tower, portico and an upper balcony, it is
representative of the architecture of the
time, although it is now a municipal building.
Less than two blocks down, at 17-21 King
Street East, stands a cluster of attractive
yellow brick edifices dating from 1875, built
following a major fire which gutted much of
Millbrook's downtown core. Erected as one
large building under the direction of wealthy
local businessmen, an ornate mansard roof
with a pronounced parapet, decorative eaves
and trim makes a magnificent contribution
to the street scene. The Pastry Peddler bistro
at is a great place to have lunch, early dinner
or just coffee or drinks. Upstairs is Frog Cycle,
a bicycle shop which sells retrofit bicycles – a
must-see for true bicycle lovers.
Across the road at 30 King Street East is The
Quilter's Bolt, a well-known quilting supply
store. According to Hunter, Millbrook is a
“mecca for quilters”, a opinion reinforced
by the Cavan Monaghan Barn Quilting
Trail which presents a series of quilts
painted on barns, heritage buildings, and
businesses. In Millbrook alone, there are six.
(www.cmbqt.com),

4th Line Theatre

John Devell, the founding
father of Millbrook, came
to Canada from Ireland
with his wife Margaret in
1816 and settled the land
by the pond where the
current mill stands. He
acquired a lot of other
property near the mill,
including 7 Anne Street
where he built a red brick
family house in 1864.
Just around the corner, at the intersection
of King and Hay Streets, is the Old Fire Hall,
dating from 1881 with a tall Tuscan tower for
drying fire hoses, and now the home of the
Firefighters' Association and Museum. If you
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O

ne of the most delightful aspects of
the town of Millbrook is that it has
successfully retained the historic
facade of a small Ontario town. When you
walk the downtown and view the many wellpreserved buildings, you might easily think
you had stepped back a century, but for
cars, hydro poles, and pavement. Recorded
in the 2016 census as numbering 1695 the
current population is very similar to the
approximately 1700 residents who lived in
Millbrook in 1882.

culture

So many
choices,
so much
to do!

We could all use a little more
get-up-and-go. So, if you want
more out of
life, with more energy and
vitality every single day, then
choose a retirement community
devoted to helping you bring
positive energy to all that you
do!
We are Kingsbridge Retirement
Community.
We believe that enjoying life
is what Vibrant Seniors Living
should be all about.

950 Centennial Drive,
Kingston
613-583-2555
KingsbridgeRetirement.com

613-583-2555
OPENING
JULY 2019
RESERVE YOUR
SUITE TODAY!
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walk down Hay Street beyond the fire hall,
a beautiful view of an old mill perched on
the edge of a pond over a dam unfolds.
Called Needler's Mill, after one of the
original owners of the site, it is the sole
survivor of Millbrook’s once seven mills.
Synonymous with the history of Millbrook
and Cavan Township, (of which Millbrook
was once part), is the history of Needler's
Mill. John Devell, the founding father of
Millbrook, came to Canada from Ireland
with his wife Margaret in 1816 and settled
the land by the pond where the current mill
stands. He acquired a lot of other property
near the mill, including 7 Anne Street
where he built a red brick family house in
1864. He also owned the lot at 13 Anne
Street, where another house was built in
1880 in the Victorian Gothic style and was
later purchased by Walker Needler, the
mill's subsequent owner. John opened
Millbrook's first lodging house, later called
the Centreville Hotel, and assisted Samuel
Wilmot, the head surveyor appointed by
the Crown, in taking the first land survey
of Cavan Township. He died in 1878 at a
remarkable 103 years old.
His relative James established the first
gristmill in 1824 on John's land, dubbed
the mill on the brook, from whence the
name derives. Formerly, John would haul
his grain on his back through the woods
to Port Hope. Until it burnt to the ground
in 1857, the mill produced flour and
cattle feed. The land was then sold to the
Needler family.

John Devell also operated one of the first
distilleries in Millbrook in partnership with
John Huston, who immigrated to the area
from Ireland in the 1820s. A literate man,
Huston was appointed by the British Crown
as an inspector and valuator of clergy reserve
lands. Appointed as Justice of the Peace, he
had the authority to nominate constables to
monitor troublesome areas of the township.

Walker Needler, an immigrant from
England, who already owned several mills
in the area, built a three storey flour mill
on the site. When that burnt down in
1908, he moved part of another mill to
the site and ran it as a gristmill. Yet another
fire devastated the mill in 1917, and it was
sold to Henry Attwooll, who added both
sawmill and flour mills to the existing
gristmill. Eventually, lumber, building
supplies, and coal were also produced.

Like most of the early settlers in the area,
both Devell and Huston were Protestants.
In 1830, the Loyal Orange Lodge, a worldwide organization of Irish Protestants, was
established in Cavan Township, and became
a central part of the community. Members
could be expelled for infringements, such as
marrying a Catholic. The political sentiment
of Orangemen was loyal allegiance to the
British Crown, and many of them fought in
the Fenian Raids near the Niagara River in
1866 when Irish Catholics known as Fenians
tried to infiltrate the Canadian border as a
means of sparking war between Britain and
the United Sates.

When the then defunct mill became
vacant in 1978, the Millbrook and Cavan
Historical Society started a campaign to
save it from destruction by the Otonabee
Conservation Authority and in 2018 the
mill became the property of the society.

Most flamboyant and legally flagrant of the
Township's Orangemen were the Cavan

Blazers. So named because during the
1840s, they torched the homes of Irish
Catholics who had had the temerity to
settle on the outskirts of Cavanville, they
would steal chickens and turkeys and
cook and eat them in the woods, and
commit other unpleasant pranks.

Although there were many Irish
Catholics living in Cavan Township
during those years, they were generally
not as successful or remarkable in their
endeavours as Patrick McGuire, who
immigrated as a child in 1819 with
his parents and brother. Marrying a
Protestant and raising their children as
Protestants whilst retaining his Catholic
faith, he became a successful farmer. He
rose to become a Justice of the Peace,
and served as a captain during the 1837
rebellion, the back of his house was
partially destroyed by fire in the 1860s
when the Cavan Blazers torched it while
a Catholic service was taking place inside
his home.
Lured by the Millbrook Colonization
Syndicate, formed by the town's reeve
W. H. Sowden, an exodus was prompted
of some of the town's earliest settlers
to Manitoba in 1881, depleting the
population by several hundred.
A
huge fire in 1875 decimated much of
Millbrook's downtown core and an

“When we first began this in 1992, most
of the people who showed up were locals
whose own histories coincided with the
stories we were telling onstage. This
theatre is a piece of local culture, produced
for the local community, although people
come from various parts of southern
Ontario to see the plays,” said Winslow.
Winslow
is
afraid
encroaching
development on the outskirts of town
may destroy the integrity of Millbrook. He
was part of a group of local citizens who
went to the Ontario Municipal Board to
fight the current development of a large
portion of land north of Millbrook into
a 345 home community which would
double the population of the town.
This Green and Pleasant Land: Chronicles
of Cavan Township ed. Quentin Brown.
(1990) was most helpful to Jodie’s
research for this article. Readers wanting
to know more should look out for a
copy. E

JOIN US FOR AN EPIC
OUTDOOR THEATRE

EXPERIENCE
Kim Blackwell
Managing Artistic Director

Image by Wayne Eardley, Brookside Studio

Conversely their acts of kindness were
also widely known. In 1846 the Blazers
harvested the crops of several farmers in
the northern part of the Township who
had fallen ill with fever. Consistently they
cared for the affairs of sick or endangered
fellow Orangemen.

Retaining the town's original character
and charm is the goal of many of
Millbrook's leading citizens, some of
whose ancestors have lived in the area
for several generations. Robert Winslow,
a successful actor and playwright, is the
present owner of his great-grandfather's
farm on the Zion Line near 4th Line, just
outside Millbrook. Although Winslow
does not farm the land, he uses it for
his summer theatre company, 4th Line
Theatre
(www.4thlinetheatre.on.ca).
Patrons sit in the former barnyard to watch
plays, which are based on unique topics
of local history, like the Cavan Blazers.
Many of the productions are written by
Winslow and some are co-written by Ian
McLachlan, a Peterborough novelist and
retired Trent University professor.

culture

agricultural depression left many residents
looking for greener pastures out West. In
their wake, the late Victorian era ushered
in wealthier residents who built many of
the beautiful homes now designated as
heritage properties. One of these, a red
brick house located at 24 King Street West
and dubbed Fairweather, was built by
merchant Thomas Collins in 1876. Prime
Minister Sir John A. MacDonald was a
guest there the following year.

2019 SUMMER SEASON
Bloom: A Rock ‘n’ Roll Fable
Written by Beau Dixon
Directed by Kim Blackwell
July 2-27, 2019

Carmel
Written by Ian McLachlan &
Robert Winslow
Directed by Robert Winslow
August 6-31, 2019

Tickets available online,
by phone or in person
4thlinetheatre.on.ca
1.800.814.0055
4 Tupper Street, Millbrook
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420

420

There remains much
ignorance on this subject.
Before judging someone,
be informed, and do your
own research

Marijuana is a member of the cannabis
family, as is its close cousin hemp. At one
time they were considered to be the same
plant and fell under the hemp category.
Cultivated across the globe for its wide
range of medicinal applications, hemp was
also instrumental in the production of paper,
linen and rope. Medicinally it was consumed
mainly through ingestion and was at one
time considered the cure all for everything.

in many different strains. Very little is on
display outside of the counter and the owner
does not classify the business as a medical
marijuana dispensary as he is not a physician.
They offer natural alternatives and have
helpful and knowledgeable staff. If you are
looking for a CBD product, consider White
Buffalo CBD Tincture, it is a little different as it
is not an oil and mixes well in drinks or with
food

By Lisa Van Meer

Driving along Highway 2 into Tyendinaga Township, just east of Belleville, one can see a lot of green these days,
regardless of the season. The green I refer to is that of the signage popping up on shop fronts, mobile stores and
drive thrus. In the lead up to October 17 of last year, marijuana dispensaries have become the new “smoke” in
Mohawk Territory and a very lucrative business opportunity has arisen for the Indigenous population.

During the early 1900s the use of moodaltering drugs was very fashionable. Opium
houses popped up in every city and even
some small towns. In response by 1911
Canada enforced the Drug Act which
banned opium, morphine and cocaine for
anything other than medicinal purposes. In
1923 marijuana was added to the list.
The active ingredient in marijuana that gives
a euphoric or psychoactive effect is known
as THC and is a pain reliever and sleep aid
and is the agent that caused the plant to
find its way to the Drug Act. However, it is
only found in certain strains of marijuana
and some have a higher amount of THC than
others. To generalize the effect of smoking
one joint of high THC marijuana would be
equivalent to drinking three to four glasses
of wine. The benefits of taking THC are said
to be relaxation, sleep, increased creativity,
pain relief and a pleasant euphoric sensation.
It can also play a role in the treatment of
cancer.
What is CBD? This is a cannabinoid found in
all cannabis, and again dosage can vary. It is
a natural anti-inflammatory, anti-convulsing
agent, and has anti-anxiety effects. This has
never been illegal and has been sold under
the name hemp for years. If the marijuana
strain contained less than 1% THC it could be
legally used to produce creams, ointments,
capsules and candies.
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At the moment there are more than forty
marijuana shops operating in the Tyendinaga
Territory, so it was not possible to visit them
all, but I tried to visit a representative sample.
I asked owners how it might affect their
businesses if the Ontario government goes
ahead with its plan to limit the number
of dispensaries to twenty five across the
province? Universally the answer was it will
not affect them. They are on reservation land
and what the Ontario government does
really has no effect on them. (One can learn
more about this by reviewing the Canadian
Indian Act of 1867.) Inside, most of the stores
follow a familiar pattern. I asked about the
best selling product, suspecting it would
be marijuana flowers in a THC strain, but to
my surprise almost all the owners reported
it was the CBD products. Sales have been
more consistent since October 17th.
Legacy 420, on York Road, which was one
of the very first dispensaries to open in
the area, has since moved from its original
location to a larger premisses with state-ofthe-art facilities and equipment. On staff
they have two biochemists and carry out all
their own testing and baking on site. The
store is large, surrounded with displays of
marijuana paraphernalia, reading material
and very helpful staff. The dessert case
offers a wide variety of treats (edibles) from
candied nuts to brownies. From the counter
you can see through to laboratory. If you are
a first-time shopper and you would like to
talk to someone about your needs, I would
recommend this as your first stop. For
tea drinkers, they have a nice selection of
marijuana teas.
Fiddlers Green, Old Highway 2. – This small
shop is almost like going to the pharmacy to
pick up a prescription. Behind the counter
are jars and jars of the marijuana flower

420, Highway 49. – Walking into this little
shop is like stepping back in time to the
60s. There’s lots to see and the displays are
reminiscent of an antique shop. One feels
welcome to just walk around and explore.
Friendly staff make one feel relaxed when
talking about something that just recently
used to be taboo. This shop is worth a visit.
Better Buds, Old Highway 2 – This is the only
“mobile” shop I stopped at. It is very clean,
and the product is well displayed given the
restricted space. Again the staff are friendly
and helpful and the store seems pitched at
a younger market. One customer told me
that their Gummie Bears are great, but the
popcorn is awesome.
The customer base for the stores ranges
from young to old. They have seen more
senior citizens since October, and many
people asking what they can give their pets.
Although there are still many “nay sayers” out
there, people who need the help of these
products are finding their way to Tyendinaga.
I imagine there will be more marijuana
legalization to come. Many people will say
that alcohol is more detrimental to health
than marijuana and in some cases they
would be correct. There remains much
ignorance on this subject. Before judging
someone, be informed, and do your own
research. E
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The Social Bar + Table
Port Hope

Red Curry Cod
Serves 4
4 6oz cod loin
8 bok choy
Cilantro for garnish
Black Rice
1 ½ cups of black rice
3 cups of water
6 cilantro stems
½ shallot
Red Curry Sauce
2 tbsp canola oil
½ medium onion diced
2 cloves garlic minced
1 tbsp ginger minced
1/3 cup red curry paste
Juice of 1 lime
2 kaffir lime leaves minced
¼ cup of cilantro leaves minced
1 plum tomato roughly chopped
1 tbsp + 1 tsp sugar
1 tbsp lemongrass minced
400 ml coconut milk
Method
1.Rinse rice thoroughly.
Add rice to boiling water, add cilantro
and shallot and cook on low, covered
for 20 minutes.
2. To make the sauce, heat oil to
medium heat in a pan large enough to
hold the sauce, fish and bok choy in
a single layer. Sauté the onion until
translucent, 2 minutes. Add garlic and
ginger and cook for one minute, add
red curry paste and cook for 3 minutes.
Add the remaining ingredients and mix
well. Puree with an immersion blender
in pan. Reduce heat to low.
3. Season cod lightly with salt and
pepper, cover top with cilantro. Place
cod loins in the sauce in a single layer.
Place bok choy around the fish. Cover
pot and poach for 5 – 7 minutes until
cooked through.

All photos Adam Sherwin

TO SERVE

To serve, divide the
rice between 4 bowls.
Place cod carefully
on top. Divide bok
choy between bowls.
Surround the rice
with red curry sauce.
Serve immediately.

Recipe supplied and prepared by
The Social Bar + Table
26 Ontario Street, Port Hope, ON L1A 2T7
thesocialph.ca
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find many paintings
reflecting this belief
and
functioning
as a means of
demonstrating
status and social
control.

Considering Abstract Art
Part One
By Jeff Keary | Paintings By Mike Smalley both works Untitled

M

any people are bewildered, shocked
or even threatened by abstract art,
feeling perhaps that it is the product
of talentless conmen (and women), who
simply lack the technical ability to draw or
paint “properly.” Haven’t we’ve all overheard
someone in a gallery observing, “a trained
monkey or a child of five could do that?” And
maybe one has even shared that opinion.
Desmond Morris, the zoologist gave a
chimpanzee named Congo some art
materials with which he produced over four
hundred pieces of work. Amongst the first
purchasers were Matisse and Picasso. Given
that there is only 1.2% difference between
chimpanzees and humans, it should not be
entirely surprising that these works found
merit in the eyes of such luminaries.
There’s a suspicion that marketing hype and
the gallery system have been very successful
in attributing financial value to work with
little or even zero aesthetic merit. Is it a case
of, “flinging a pot of paint in the public’s face,”
as Ruskin had it?” The purpose of this article
is to explore how abstract art developed and
address the issues outlined above.
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The American artist James Abbott McNeill
Whistler sued art critic John Ruskin for libel
for his accusation of “flinging a pot of paint in
the public’s face” with the painting Nocturne
in Black and Gold, the Falling Rocket.
Whistler won but was awarded insultingly
derisory damages. The trial is famous for
Whistler’s riposte to Ruskin’s challenge, “The
labour of two days is that for which you ask
two hundred guineas?” Whistler responded,
“No. I ask it for the knowledge I have gained
in the work of a lifetime.”
Firstly, we need to understand that art
reflects society and societies do have a
habit of moving forward as new ideas,
technologies, materials and opportunities
appear. There’s an old saying that, “ countries
get the government they deserve,” and much
the same could be said of art.
In the earliest times, art if it could be called
art, was more a form of sympathetic magic
propitiating hunting and the provision
of food, promoting fertility and warding
off evil spirits. Art fulfilled societal needs.
When kings and queens were thought to
be God’s living representatives on earth, we

The Wilton Dyptich
shows King Richard
II being presented
to the baby Jesus
by the Virgin Mary
surrounded by a
host of angels. It’s
a
self-sustaining
and
ludicrously
impossible fantasy,
but the message is
clear. The work is
small and intended
to be portable
enabling Richard
to demonstrate his
divine endorsement
to all and sundry.
As time progresses,
what is considered art develops hand in
hand with its society. Subjects of painting
reflect changing societal concerns. When
religious belief was stronger than today,
we find artists being commissioned by the
church to create works addressing major
religious themes. Church interiors too are
decorated with religious imagery to deliver
the message to a largely illiterate population.
In the medieval period it would appear
people were obsessed with death and the
day of judgement and we see the lurid
apocalyptical fantasies of Hieronymus Bosch.
One of the explanations for the medieval
obsession with death was the prevalence
of diseases such as ergotism which had
hallucinogenic affects, and shortened life
spans to such an extent that few achieved
the age of fifty.
Subjects from Greek and Roman mythology
have frequently provided fertile ground for
many painters, Mantegna’s The Triumph
of Virtue or The Intervention of the Sabine
Women by Jaques-Louis David are just a
couple of hundreds of examples.
But now you would be hard pressed to
find many contemporary artists working

art

on overtly religious material, creating
apocalyptical scenes, or reinterpreting Greek
and Roman myths. Why should this be?
It’s because art, as society, moves forward.
Technology changes society and old beliefs
are cast aside. Few people now subscribe to
the view that the earth is flat. Few people
worship Baal I suspect or pop down to the
river to do their laundry by beating their
clothes on a rock, when technological
innovation has provided us with a more
convenient solution.
In art, as in the field of science, developments
are premised on what came before, electricity
eventually gave birth to radio, then television
and now the internet, and smart phones.
Similarly artists pass their momentum on to
their successors and the logical development
of the visual arts that can clearly be seen by
a study of art history continues to evolve.
The advent of photography had an effect
on painting, as did the ability to put paint
in tubes, making it portable and promoting
painting outdoors.
Painting outdoors was once considered
a radical act, as the real world was not a
“proper" subject for painting. Portable easels,
paint in tubes, the development of railways
and a change in mindset played a major
role in the development of Impressionism.
Recent thinking suggests that the “fuzziness”
in Impressionist painting actual mimics that
found in early photography when the subject
didn’t sit sufficiently still, for long enough.

One might with considerable justification,
identify Kandinsky, Malevich, Robert and
Sonya Delaunay and Mondrian as artists
who picked up the abstract cause and ran
with it, but even before then one can trace
a movement towards what I will call pure or
abstract painting.

Perhaps it would be wise to define my terms:
it is my view that pure painting or abstract
painting is that which is concerned primarily
with painting itself and the act of painting and
is, in essence, its own subject. To understand
abstract art, one needs to appreciate the
difference between a painting and a picture:
a picture is concerned with a subject and a
painting is concerned with paint. Of course
a picture with a recognisable subject can also
be a painting: consider a Rembrandt portrait,
which features an identifiable subject, (often
Rembrandt himself ), but the portrait must
have some painterly qualities beyond simply
being recognizable as otherwise it would
merely be a hand painted photograph.
Turner’s interest in atmospheric effects goes
well beyond a desire to record topography
and weather conditions.
His works,
particularly of the later period verge on the
point of abstraction where the subject is the

application of colour and form, with only the
vaguest reference to landscape and weather.
These works influenced the Impressionists,
particularly Monet and Pissarro who took
refuge in London to escape the FrancoPrussian war and then returned to Paris to
make paintings that manifest a fascinating
tension
between
observation
and
abstraction.
Turner’s works offer an insight into an
experience rather than the mere depiction of
events. Turner had himself lashed to the mast
of a sailing ship and to the front of a steam
engine to fully engage in the experience of
being exposed to stormy conditions. One
resultant work is called Rain, Steam and
Speed.
Further connecting London and Paris is
James Abbot McNeill Whistler who is the
first painter to work with his canvas on the
horizontal and to thin his paint down to be
more like stains or veils of colour. Whistler
was also the first artist to refer to his works
as arrangements in colours, (Arrangement in
Grey and Black No.1 aka Whistler’s Mother)
and the first to make references to musical

Thirst y for Art?!
G e t Q u e n c h e d at . . .

Studio 22 OpenGallery
Contemporary Canadian Art & Artists
Studio 22 OpenGallery

N e l i N e n k o v a - R ay © 2 0 1 9

Artists did not always paint on canvas; that is
in fact a relatively recent development from
the wooden panels previously employed.
(Exemplified by the aforementioned, Wilton
Dyptich.) Canvas came to be used to address
the cracking in the wooden boards caused by
the damp environment of Venice. The ability
to stretch a canvas on a large scale changed
the course of the history of art. There is a
remorseless logic to the evolution of abstract
art which can clearly and unequivocally be
observed by looking back at some of the key
moments in art history.

At this juncture I would like to point out that
all these artists were perfectly capable of
painting conventionally representational
works and had been making a living doing
just that for many years.

Be au ti ful Art, D el ightful C i rcum stance
Lo cate d i n th e Heart of Ki ngsto n’s Histo ric M arket S q uare

C onte mp or a ry C a n a di a n A rt

g A rtists

32O King Street East - K i n g s t o n , O n t a r i o
Tuesday to Satur day 1 0 a . m . to 6 p. m . ~ Th ur sday+ Fr i day E v enings ‘ till 8 p. m .
www. sOntario
2 2 .c a ~ OTuesday
nline Gto
a llery
Shop
32O King Street E. Kingston,
Saturday
1O�6 613.546.7461 s22.ca
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appreciation of colour and form or as I would
have it, pure or abstract painting.

Competition and collaboration have the
effect of speeding up developments.

Whistler might be considered one of the first
of the breed of painters now referred to as
‘mark makers.’ Over a candle he would heat
up the stock of his brushes to splay out the
hairs in a specific way to modify the brush
to make a particular mark, which one can
clearly see in the paintings.

Other factors considered responsible for
sweeping aside old certainties are the
discovery of X-Rays in 1895 and of the atom
two years later, which was split in 1917,
further undermining the century’s old belief
that matter was solid. Einstein’s theories
published from 1905 to 1915 were further
elements in undermining traditional values.
Additionally, there was a prevailing mood
of disillusionment with societal conventions
that had contributed to the carnage of the
First World War.

Competition between Matisse and Picasso
is well known and was actually fostered by
Gertrude Stein and her brother Leo. These
two giants of the art world are a bit like the
opposing poles of a magnet: opposites but
essential to each other.

At this period in history interest in
synaesthesia is rising, and the musical
reference is of great significance as music,
even when it tells a story remains a totally
abstract form. Of Symphony in White No.1
– The White Girl Whistler tellingly wrote,
“…a woman in a beautiful white cambric
dress, standing against a window which
filters the light through a transparent white
muslin curtain – but the figure receives a
strong light from the right and therefore the
picture, barring the red hair, is one gorgeous
mass of brilliant white.”

In the midst of these turbulent and changing
times, Malevich, Kandinsky, Mondrian
and the Delaunays were pioneering the
foundations of a new aesthetic. By 1915
Malevich had painted Black Square, which
was probably the first ever painting that
was not in any way connected to the
observable world. About this time Mondrian
was working on his earliest “grid” paintings
which offer a refined balance of colours and
rectangular shapes and Kandinsky is creating
lively colourful works with little reference to
observed reality.

Arrangements in colours and the forgoing
sound like an appreciation of colour and
form and the recognition of their having
a valid life independent of representation.
This is the emergence of art for art’s sake and
the aesthetic movement, as Whistler rejects
Victorian sentimentality and moralising in
favour of painting.

The First World War gave birth to Futurism
in Italy, Dadaism in Zurich and Surrealism
in France and elsewhere, all reactions to the
absurdities and obscenities of this conflict.
These movements deliberately set out to
challenge what were seen as bourgeois
conventions responsible for causing the war.
Artists began to explore chance and random
activity and the use of atypical materials
such as detritus, and promoted the value
of the subconscious in image making and
absurdist collisions of everyday objects.

We remember Damien Hirst
for his shark in a tank
form, (Nocturne in Black and Gold - The
Falling Rocket).

Or as Maurice Denis put it, “It should be
remembered that a picture – before being a
warhorse, a nude, or an anecdote of some
sort – is essentially a flat surface covered with
colours assembled in a certain order.”
Whilst residing in London, Monet painted
thirty-five works focussing on the Houses
of Parliament, the Thames and Charing
Cross Bridge, though their real subject was
atmospheric effects caused by industrial
pollution. (He referred to London’s “ghostly
magnificence.”) One must question why
so many paintings of essentially the same
material? Surely the answer must be because
these subjects allowed him to paint the kind
of images he wanted to create? He wanted to
legitimize the exploration of the boundaries
of observed reality simultaneously with the
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Artists have frequently written about art but
now we are starting to see groups of artists
banding together and rather like political
parties, delivering manifestos.
Early writings about art are well worth
examination: Leon Battista Alberti’s On
Painting dates from 1435 and advises artists
on perspective drawing. A hundred or more
years later Giorgio Vasari writes his Lives of
the Most Excellent Painters, Sculptors and
Architects.
With artists banding together we get two
things: collaboration and competition.

Combined, these raise the stakes and the
need to be original and novel comes to the
forefront of artists’ thinking.
Over time the concept of originality has
changed. To be original meant reference
to Platonic philosophy where supposedly
somewhere above lurked a perfect model of
everything…the originals. Now we typically
mean something new and innovative when
we use the word original.
Nowadays we remember the first person
to paint in a certain way. We remember
Malevich because he was the first to paint
a black square and we remember Jackson
Pollock as (probably) the first person to use
car paint and for his singular technique.
We remember Damien Hirst for his shark
in a tank. We remember David Hockney as
the first artist to use a fax machine in the
furtherance of art and because of his current
use of an iPad.
Now our story is ready for a leap across the
pond from Europe to America. E
Part two of Considering Abstract Art
will appear in our Fall issue.
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Matchmaking
David Hatch & The Hatch Gallery

F

ollowing a successful birth in Main
Street, Hatch Gallery recently relocated
to larger premises at 8 Stanley Street
Bloomfield, in order to have more space to
display paintings and to host events. One
of the first of these was a “performance” by
Callen Schaub in which Callen took the
risk of producing artworks in front of a live
audience.
David grew up in the Toronto suburb of
Scarborough and was a teenager during
1970s, which he affectionately remembers as
a “vibrant time.” This was the era of the Yonge
Street Mall, Mirvish Village, Kensington
Market and of course Yorkville. “The city was
hitting its stride like an awkward teenager
shaking off the shackles of its childhood.
Hippies were getting, well…hip.”

Ann Clark Darrah

Paul Slogget

“Mod fashion was everywhere along with
groovy music and amazing abstract art. For
a kid from the suburbs… the city seemed
to be exploding at the seams with life and
unbridled enthusiasm. Anything seemed
possible,” recalls David. At the weekend he
did everything he could to get downtown to
be a part of this happening place. “You could
spend an entire day just wandering the city.
Live music, strip joints, fashion, art, seedy
arcades. The whole city pulsated.”
Eventually he would discover the art
galleries around Yorkville and Mirvish Village
that were home to the super hip Canadian
abstractionists of the era. Many of those
artists made the “scene” at Grossman’s Tavern
and called Toronto their home. The Art
Gallery of Ontario too, always had something
new and exciting happening. "Like the
music and fashion of the day…the abstract
paintings spoke to me. It was as if they
represented the future and optimism."

Dan Solomon

Many years later when David and his wife
Stacey started to earn a living, they rediscovered this almost forgotten era of
their youth…buying back record albums of
the 70s artists they had listened to as teens
and by buying some of the art that has so
fascinated them as kids in the big city.
As luck would have it four years ago, one of
their art dealer friends, Ron Moore, a bit of
a legend in the world of Canadian abstract
art announced he was retiring. He had been
a dealer in Hamilton and Toronto for almost
fifty years and represented some very heavy
hitters…artists like Riopelle, Molinari, Ronald
and Bloore. Ron offered to show David
how an art gallery was run and proceeded
to introduce him to his stable of artists. “It
was a golden opportunity to try my hand at
something new and to learn from someone
who really understood the industry.”
“And I knew it was something that I am
extremely passionate about. How could it
not be a pile of fun?”
“Three years on…I’m having a blast. I love
working with artists. I love turning clients on
to the work I represent.”
“When someone buys a painting…it’s
such a wonderful thing. The buyer gets so
excited. The artist is thrilled. And I feel like a
matchmaker! It’s very cool.”
David is only too happy to share his
enthusiasm for Canadian abstract painting
with visitors. E

Check out hatchgallerypec.com
8 Stanley Street, Bloomfield ON
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The Modern Menu

By Lindy Mechefske

F

or over fifty-five million years,
humankind and our earliest ancestors
have roamed the planet in search of one
thing – FOOD.

Ultimately,
it makes perfect sense
to follow the advice of
Michael Pollan, American
author, journalist, and
food activist, who
says:

“

Eat food, not
too much,
mostly plants

”

From the earliest primates, to the appearance
of Homo sapiens – approximately 195,000
years ago – finding food has always been
paramount. We are hardwired to think about
our next meal, the need is encoded in our
DNA. We come by our love affair with food
for very good reasons.
We eat because it is a biological necessity;
because food is life. But food is about
more than mere hunger and nutrition.
Food is about memory and love; about
safety and security; life and death; and
about community and belonging, and the
powerful connections between us. Food is
the glue that holds relationships, families,
and societies together. It is also a huge part
of our journey, our history, our home, and
the story of ourselves and our ancestors, and
of our connection to the planet itself.
And yet, what we choose to eat has never
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been more difficult, more convoluted,
or more controversial. From keto-ism to
veganism, from flexitarian to fruitarian, and
a plethora of other diets; from small scale
organic farms to industrial monocultures;
from market stalls and community supported
agriculture shares to giant supermarkets and
food warehouses – our range of food choices
has never before been so overwhelming or
complicated.
We are by nature, at least historically
speaking, omnivores. Evidence of our early
meat-eating ancestors dates back at least
2.6 million years. Those early meat-eating
tendencies have been linked to both the
shrinking gut size and the increased brain
size of Homo erectus. According to a 2016
study in Nature, processing and eating animal
protein was one of the most critical elements
of human evolution and accounts for much
of our modern-day intelligence. A diet high
in animal protein helped fuel brain evolution
thanks in part to being a condensed source
of protein, calories, fat and vitamin B12 – all
tremendously important for brain health.
But with the United Nations forecasting a

food

(GM) soybeans grown in the U.S. The jury is
still out on the safety of GM products. What
we do know, is that GM crops are designed
to be “Roundup-ready,” that is, thoroughly
doused in Roundup, the systemic, broadspectrum glyphosate-based herbicide
which made international news recently
when its American manufacturer, Monsanto,
was ordered to pay $289US million following
a California jury’s verdict that glyphosate had
caused a man’s cancer.
And consider the case of quinoa: when
global demand for quinoa skyrocketed a few
years back, the demand exceeded growing
capacity. A fact which resulted in prices that
were no longer affordable for the growers
and locals in Peru and Bolivia, for whom the
grain was a staple food source.

global population of 9.8 billion by 2050,
there are serious questions about our ability
to continue to feed the planet’s population.
Especially if everyone wants to eat meat.
While it seems an undeniable fact that
we evolved thanks in large part to a meatbased diet, that same diet has a much bigger
ecological footprint than a vegetarian or
vegan diet.
Further, it isn’t clear that meat consumption
continues to be necessary for brain
development. The average human can
get enough protein from sources other
than meat (provided that their diet is
supplemented with B12).
The argument of whether or not to eat
meat comes down to personal choice
and ethics. But even here, the arguments
are not completely clear. There are ethical
considerations to vegan, vegetarian, and
meat-eating diets.
Is, for example, eating ethically raised, freerange, pasture fed meat, more or less ethical
than eating monoculture grain crops grown
on deforested land?
Or what about tofu – the popular high
protein, low calorie, inexpensive and versatile
food made from condensed soy milk. Most
tofu is made from genetically modified

There is no denying though, that global
demand for meat, and especially for
“cheap meat,” is taking a massive toll on our
planet. The ethical reasons for not eating
meat have been stated many times. First
and foremost, it is all too easy to shield
ourselves from the knowledge that the
factory farming of animals in horrifying
conditions in order to put cheap meat on
supermarket shelves, is deplorable and
unconscionable. Then there is the hugely
disproportionate amount of water, feed,
land, and energy used to raise livestock – as
compared to growing grains and vegetables.
And there’s the methane gas. In addition,
animals are fed grain crops (often GM) that
utilize land which could be better used to
produce crops for the human population.
Animals also require pasture land and
hence, more deforestation. And finally, we
are increasingly removed from the fact that
if we are eating meat, a thinking, breathing,
feeling animal lived and died for us.

course, we all need to live with our
own consciences, but the important
thing is that this is a topic that we
need to give some serious thought
to. Food is how we make our biggest
impact on the planet. And far from
complicating it further, I believe we
actually need to simplify what we
eat. Eat more whole grains. More
lentils (a patriotic act since Canada
is the world’s largest lentil producer).
More fruits and vegetables. Eat
ethically raised meat. And fewer
expensive, overly processed foods.
Be aware that contemporary
supermarkets are designed to
bewilder us with a dizzying array of
colours, stimuli, jargon, and choices.
Food does NOT need to be difficult!
Ultimately, it makes perfect sense to
follow the advice of Michael Pollan,
American author, journalist, and
food activist, who says, “Eat food, not
too much, mostly plants.”
And I would add, eat with your heart
and mind as well as your mouth,
and always, always remember to
give thanks. E
Lindy Mechefske is the award-winning
author of Out of Old Ontario Kitchens,
Sir John's Table and A Taste of Wintergreen.

Conversely, animals are an important
part of our ecosystem and the planet’s
biodiversity, just like microorganisms, bees
and other insects, and plants. The survival
of other species is essential for the survival
of humanity. On small farms, animals are
often pastured and fed household scraps.
Their manure is a natural fertilizer and soil
integrity is maintained. Eating less meat,
and only eating ethically raised meat, would
substantially lower the negative impacts of
animal agriculture. E
So where exactly does all this leave us? Of
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From Seasons Fine Foods Napanee
Gourmet Grocery Store | 6 Dundas Street W., Napanee ON. 613.354.7557

Rainbow Salad
(serves 6-8)

Ingredients:
1/2 purple cabbage sliced
finely
3 zucchini, spiralized
2 carrots, grated
1 red bell pepper,
diced
tomatoes
2 heads of lettuce,
chopped
For the dressing:
1/2 cup peanut
butter
4 tbsp rice vinegar
4 tbsp lime juice
6 tbsp vegetable oil
2 tbsp soy sauce
4 tbsp maple syrup
4 tbsp sugar
3 cloves of garlic
1 tbsp grated ginger
2 tsp salt
Instructions:
Combine all ingredients for dressing in a food processor and pulse until creamy.
Toss with lettuce, cabbage, carrots and peppers and garnish with sunflower seeds
or toasted sesame seeds. Enjoy!

Advertise with Grapevine Magazine
Grapevine Magazine is a quarterly
publication focusing on Art,
Culture, Food and Wine.
Our total print run is 30/35,000
copies. Distribution from Pickering
to KIngston. Further distribution
in the Globe and Mail and
Ottawa Citizen.

Please visit our website at
grapevinemagazine.ca or email
tracey@grapevinemagazine.ca
613.243.0079
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Greek Pasta Salad
with a Tzatziki Dressing
By Alexander Ojan

Prep Time: 30 mins
Cook Time: N/A
Serves: 6-8 people

See you
Saturday!

Ingredients
Pasta Salad:
1kg Rotini, cooked and chilled
½ Red Onion, sliced
1 Red Pepper, sliced
½ Fennel, sliced
½ Cucumber
4 Olives, minced
1/2 block of Feta
Tzatziki Dressing:
3 Cups Cucumber, grated
1 ½ Cups Plain Greek yogurt
6 tbsp Olive Oil
½ Lemon, juiced
3 tbsp Red Wine Vinegar
5-6 Drops Hot Sauce
1 tbsp Garlic, minced
4 tbsp Parsley, chopped
3 tbsp Mint, chopped
1 tsp Salt
1 pinch, Black Pepper

For best results: Let sit in the fridge for an hour or two
before serving.

Step 1
Using a dry towel or cheesecloth,
squeeze out as much water from the
cucumber as you can and combine
with rest of dressing ingredients.

Step 2
Mix the pasta salad in a large bowl and
add the tzatziki dressing. Reserve a
few tablespoons for drizzling over your
choice of BBQ'ed meat.

BONUS RECIPE
Join us in Conservation Park
every Saturday from
9:00am - 2:00pm
June to September for

Greater Napanee’s Weekly
Hometown Market & Pop Up
Events

Visit greaternapanee.com
for more event and dates

Bonus Souvlaki Chicken/Pork Marinade:
1/2 Cup, Olive Oil
1/2 Lemon, juiced
1 tbsp Garlic, minced
1 tbsp Salt
1 tsp Dried Oregano
1 tsp Dried Parsley
1/2 tsp paprika
1/2 tsp chilli flakes
1/4 tsp black pepper
*Let meat marinate for no longer than 1-2 hours as the acid in the lemon juice
will start to denature the meat.
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Keeping Music Live
The Waring House
I
By Christine Peets

n 1996, just one year after purchasing The
Waring House, Norah and Chris Rogers
decided they’d like to start featuring local
musicians in The Barley Pub and other areas
of the Inn, and live music remains one of its
key attractions.

“It seemed like such a big deal then because
there wasn’t a lot of live music available
locally,” says Norah. “We wanted to offer a
way to not only offer entertainment but also
showcase our local County talent.”

have many touring musicians from different
parts of Canada, or the world, but our local
musicians are our tried and true favourites.”

Local and regional performers include The
Reasons, The Fade Kings, Mark McGreevy,
Seventh Town and The Frere Brothers.
Among the national award winning artists
who have played at the pub are Greg Wyard,
Carl Dixon, Jenica Rayne and Jennis.

The pub has become a gathering place for
the community, which is exactly what Chris
and Norah wanted it to be. Live music is
featured five nights a week all year round.
There are dances in the hall, cabaret nights,
comedy nights, and special concerts on the
grand piano in the dining room.

County resident Mark Despault has been
performing at The Waring House for about
twenty-five years, either as a solo act
or with one of his bands, the Frere Brothers,
the Wakami Wailers or Luck X-Roads.
Each band plays a different style of music
so there is lots of variety. Whether solo,
or with a band, Mark loves playing at The
Waring House.

“We feature various genres of music
including Celtic, folk and jazz,” says Norah.
“The main thing is that the musicians are
all top quality and everyone has an
enjoyable social time. We have people
calling us now who want to play here but
there aren’t enough spots for them all. We

“The inn, particularly The Barley Pub, is such
a great venue in many respects,” says Mark.
“The clientele suits my musical choices
so it’s easier to capture and keep the
audience’s attention. The surroundings
are very cozy and the atmosphere has a
genuine “local pub” feel. Chris and Norah

County resident
Mark Despault has
been performing at
The Waring House
for about twenty-five
years, either as a
solo act or with
one of his bands, the
Frere Brothers, the
Wakami Wailers or
Luck X-Roads.

Mark Abbott - The Reasons, The Waring House
Hannah Smit
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LET US KNOW WHEN AND WHERE
AND WE WILL BE THERE!
PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY WINE TOURS

Mark Despault - The Frere Brothers left to right Fraser Hardman, Alec Lunn, Mark Despault

are amazing hosts and I’ve always felt relaxed
and appreciated there.”
In addition to, or as part of, the live
music events that happen at The Waring
House, Norah says there are dinner and
accommodation packages that can be
booked at the inn, and there are many other
special events including Murder Mystery
Nights, Scotch-tasting dinners sponsored
by the Single Malt Society, and Wine Tasting
Dinners. These are often accompanied with
music selected for the occasion.
Celtic band Seventh Town has performed at
The Waring House five or six times a year for
the past two or three years and the group’s
guitarist and lead singer Martin Smit echoes
Mark’s sentiment about the inn’s hosts.

The Barley Pub but they have played special
events such as Robbie Burns night where
they are joined by other musicians. Martin
says each time is different and “you never
know what to expect.”

BUSINESS MEETINGS
AIRPORT SERVICE
CONFERENCES
SPECIAL EVENT WEDDINGS
SPORTING EVENTS
EXECUTIVE SEDANS, SUV, VANS AND VINTAGE
VEHICLES FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS

1138 Birchall Way, Kingston On K7M 9A1
613-384-8412 executrans.ca

“Some nights can be really raucous while
others are very quiet, depending on the
audience. It’s always great that on any given
night there will be locals in the crowd who
know the band and come for that reason
or there are guests staying at the inn or just
visitors to the area. So the pub is a great
place for everyone to come together.
Whether we are playing a short set or a
longer one, each has its own vibe; its own
flow, which is great.”

“Chris and Norah are often in the room when
we play and it’s obvious they are enjoying
themselves; enjoying the music.
That
support from the owners is so very much
appreciated. It makes it so easy and fun for
us to play there.”

“Music is a big part of The Waring House,”
Norah says. “Our family is known for having
music as part of our Irish background, and
it’s wonderful to carry that on. We really
appreciate our musicians who offer support
and volunteer their time for our fundraisers.
They are such a generous and important part
of this community.”

Joining Martin in Seventh Town are Meghan
Balogh on fiddle and vocals, Trisha Elliott on
vocals and whistles and Fraser Hardman on
bass and vocals. Typically the band’s home is

Whether it’s in The Barley Pub, the dining
room, or out in the garden, live music has
played an important part in the success of
The Waring House for many years and that
will continue. E
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By Caroline Williams

Nature Therapy

Also know as, Shinrin Yoku or Forest Bathing

Slow down
Unplug
Open your Senses
Relax
Focus on What
Really Matters
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find inspiration, rest and wisdom in the
woods. I emerge refreshed, sometimes
feeling like I am as tall as the trees.
Throughout my journey, the forest has taught
me about the seasons,” declares Taimi Post,
Forest Therapy Guide. She believes that the
ongoing process of transition in nature…the
end of something, the importance of pausing
to figure things out and then the embrace of
new beginnings has taught her about how
life can change, evolve and support growth
and wisdom building. “Walking in nature
enables me to build resilience, gratitude
and positivity. It reminds me to celebrate
every moment. My senses come alive as the
pine-scented air evokes experiences of awe,
balance and well-being.”

“I

but she also learned lots of tough lessons.
She’s been an entrepreneur and business
owner and worked in a highly demanding
corporate position and has been touched
by tragic personal loss. However time and
time again, nature continues to influence
her wellness and empowers the return to
happiness. In 2018 under the aegis of the
Association of Forest and Nature Therapy,
she became a Certified Forest Therapy Guide.
Many people become disconnected with
nature as more and more technology has
entered our lives, it becomes harder and
harder to switch it off, in order to enjoy the
many benefits offered by our natural world.
Nature is right there, very close and always
ready for us to reconnect.

Taimi grew up on a farm in Prince Edward
County and enjoyed many fulfilling
experiences throughout her life and career,

The focus of Forest Therapy is to support
and improve the well being of participants
through guided experiences in a forest

culture

Benefits include
reduction in stress
and anxiety levels,
improved creativity
and concentration,
boosting of the
immune system,
decreased blood
pressure, increased
feelings of comfort
and an overall better
mood with more
restful sleep.

or other natural setting. A guide leads a
quiet walk and invites one to really take
notice of the surroundings through a
series of invitations, each of which is part
of a sequence designed to promote an
increasingly meaningful connection with
nature and its healing potential.
Guided walks are slow paced and may only
cover a kilometre or even less, but can be
anywhere up to two hours duration and
are tailored to the location and participants,
their fitness level and the conditions.
Your guide will begin by encouraging a
connection to the present moment, and
to embrace the here and now and awaken
your sense of smell, hearing, sight, taste
and touch. As the walk progresses, a series
of invitations encourage one to generously
give attention to the environment, to relax
into the experience of the healing ways
of Nature. Walks conclude with a cup of
wildcrafted tea made from local plants.
Forest Therapy is also known as ‘Shinrin
Yoku’ or Forest Bathing and is quite unlike
a normal nature walk. Over the past forty
years scientific studies have attested to the
benefits.
Participants frequently report
having had meaningful experiences during
their walk and are often surprised at the
profound outcomes of this simple process,
in connecting them to the natural world and
indeed themselves.
Benefits include reduction in stress and
anxiety levels, improved creativity and
concentration, boosting of the immune

system, decreased blood pressure, increased
feelings of comfort and an overall better
mood with more restful sleep.
Guides are trained using a research based
framework designed to support healing and
wellness founded on developments in the
field of nature connection, ancient traditions
of mindfulness and wellness and the most
recent medical research.
Navigating our daily lives, it’s hard not to
be caught up in myriad obligations, tasks,
ambitions and distractions. The guide is
essentially a therapist who can help to
open the door to savour the nurturing of
the forest. A recent participant shares,“ I
recommend walks like this for relaxation;
the experience of being closer to nature; to
slow down and deepen breath; to
claim a new and deeper connection or
understanding of self and nature; to forget
about daily worries for a while; and possibly
to return with new wisdom.”
Taimi’s ambition is to inspire others
to cultivate a mutually beneficial relationship
with nature. Insight so gained may motivate
your own regular practice. Nature provides
a wonderful opportunity to let go of
our thoughts and discover fresh
perspectives. E

To learn more of the scientific research
seenatureandforesttherapy.org/about/science
wayfarerforest@gmail.com
wayfarerforest.com
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FROM ZIMBABWE WITH LOVE
ZimArt Turns Twenty
By Brian Banks | Photos By Paul Hodgkinson

T

he narrow lane that links ZimArt’s
Rice Lake Gallery to the outside world
near Bailieboro, south of Peterborough,
is barely half a kilometre long. Yet by the
time you reach the top of the drive it feels like
you’ve been transported to an enchanted
otherworld — familiar yet phantasmagoric.

The Quinn’s of Tweed building is
one of the town’s oldest and most
beautiful historic stone structures,
dating back to the 1880s
• Quinn’s presents the recent work
of Canada’s finest artists and artisans
• Over 6,000 sq.ft. of gallery space
• Paintings, photographs, artisanal
works and fine gifts from our
represented contemporary artists
• Art consultations, art restorations,
as well as professional framing and
mounting
Quinn’s Of Tweed
345 Victoria Street North, Tweed On K0K 3J0

613-478-0000 QuinnsOfTweed.ca
Open 7 Days a Week 10am - 5pm
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I’ve been here before. But the effect is
always the same. Scores of exotic Shona
stone sculptures from Zimbabwe — people,
animals and swooping abstracts, large
and small, created by artists working the
vibrant stone with hand tools half a world
away — await like silent sentries in the lush
green glades.
Visitors arriving in this, the gallery’s 20th
anniversary season, are also likely to hear
upbeat Zimbabwean music or the chatter
of student sculptors in workshops led by
2019 artist-in-residence Wimbai Ngoma.
But today, a rainy Saturday in late May,
just before the June season opening, the
grounds are quiet.

I find Fran Fearnley, ZimArt’s founder, curator,
visionary and all-around driving force, in
her brick farmhouse in the centre of the
five-acre gallery property. Running ZimArt
is a year-round business. After spending a
good chunk of most winters in Zimbabwe
meeting artists, buying works and arranging
delivery back to Canada, Fearnley’s spring
is devoted to mounting and arranging new
sculptures and preparing the grounds. With
the opening day near, she’s focused on lastminute marketing and logistics.
Fearnley walks me through her to-do list
over a cup of tea in her bright, cozy kitchen.
We’ve been friends since before ZimArt was
founded, and I’ve seen the gallery evolve
through ups and downs of economic cycles
and challenging circumstances to become
the unassuming but highly regarded
commercial and cultural success it is today.
Fearnley’s house doubles as ZimArt’s
operations centre as well as an indoor
showroom. There are sculptures everywhere

art

As artist-in-residence,
he’ll spend the next four
months here, leading
workshops and meeting
with visitors for discussions
and demonstrations.
Heading through a gate into the main
gallery, Fearnley points out a couple of
Wimbai Ngoma’s works. In one, called “In
Harmony,” a pair of slim, angular figures rise
separately from a single base, their heads
leaning in to touch at the temples. The rock
is springstone, and the piece’s textures vary
in classic Shona style, with the faces polished
black, the bodies a rough steel grey and hair
only lightly altered from the original surface
of the rock. The other, “Horse,” a bold, stylized
horse’s head in green opal, is dramatically
different.

— smaller pieces artfully arranged on shelves
and tables, larger items displayed on floor
stands and pedestals “Most people keep
their pieces indoors,” she says, “and this way I
can show visitors different ways of mounting
and presenting the work.”
In another room, an intern from nearby
Fleming College is processing workshop
registrations and client mailouts. Fearnley,
meanwhile, shows me a stack of freshly
printed 20th-anniversary posters ready to
drop off at nearby businesses and arts and
community hubs. At several locations —
such as the Silver Bean Café in Peterborough,
4th Line Theatre in Millbrook and nearby
Rolling Grape Vineyard — she’ll set up
sculptures as well. The businesses love the
added spark the art brings to their space
and Fearnley welcomes the opportunity to
capture the interest of potential visitors who
might not otherwise know what ZimArt is
about.
What that is, first and foremost, is a unique
cross-cultural immersion in the imaginative
output of dozens of Zimbabwean artists.
They work outdoors and perhaps that helps

explain why their finished pieces show so
well on Fearnley’s idyllic outdoor property,
surrounded by fields and out of sight, and
earshot, of any roads.
The works she curates are personally
sourced from sculptors carrying on an art
movement that began in the late 1950s,
prior to Zimbabwean independence (the
name Zimbabwe comes from the Shona
word dzimbadzamabwe and means House
of Stone). Canadians will see similarities
to Inuit soapstone carving. However, the
stone used in Shona sculpture has a wider
range of colours and tones — green, black
and brown are common, but the spectrum
includes peach, plum, yellow and red —
and the figures represented are, of course,
inspired by the Zimbabwean people, culture
and nature.
Taking advantage of a break in the rain, we
move outside. Along a path we pass a bank
of metal ornaments and other Zimbabwean
crafts. “I just love the owls,” Fearnley says.
She explains that she shows these pieces
along with the stone to broaden the ZimArt
cultural story while offering gallery-goers
some value-priced options.

Ngoma arrived in Canada from Zimbabwe
just a few days earlier, Fearnley says. As
artist-in-residence, he’ll spend the next
four months here, leading workshops and
meeting with visitors for discussions and
demonstrations.
Along with the setting, the artist-in-residence
program helps ZimArt stand apart even as
Zimbabwean sculpture’s North American
popularity has grown in recent years. It’s
also a reflection of Fearnley’s commitment
to do right by the artists she represents. A
key goal of the program is that they earn
sufficient income to buy a home when they
return to Zimbabwe. ZimArt also raises
funds for ZimKids, an education focussed
not-for-profit Fearnley helped found, which
supports vulnerable children in Zimbabwe.
We’d planned a longer tour — Fearnley
wants to show me the frog pond and a
stream, beyond which a second portion
of the gallery lies — but the rain has other
ideas. It begins to pour.
She returns to the house, I head to my car.
Starting back down the drive, I imagine the
grounds full of visitors and others coming up
the lane, experiencing the enchantment for
the first time. E
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“People for the most part
like wonderful, simple food
and there’s nothing like
good food to stimulate
conversation
amongst
your guests. I find eight
to ten people whom one
adores is the ideal number
for entertaining, as there
is always the possibility
of something exciting
happening. I like parties to
have a beginning, middle
and an end, so that every
occasion is special and
memorable.”

Herma
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Herma’s Recipe
Baked or Barbecued Salmon
Use an Emile Henry Fish Grill or line
a cookie sheet with parchment paper
Place salmon fillet, skin down on
either of the above
Drizzle with lemon olive oil
Dust liberally with True North by
Southwest Seasoning
Drizzle gently with citron pulp
vinegar
Bake approximately 15 – 20
minutes and drizzle with maple
or ice wine syrup (optional)
Bake for a further 5 – 10 minutes
Periodically check progress by
inserting the tip of a knife into the
flesh – it should remain soft to the
touch.
Just before serving, decorate with
dill and lemon.
Serve with potatoes dauphinois
baked or grilled asparagus and
salad of tomato with fresh buffalo
mozzarella drizzled with balsamic
reduction and basil chiffonade.
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duet
Jack Bush and Francisco-Fernando Granados at Robert McLaughlin Gallery

Now showing, runs to Sept 22

Francisco-Fernando Grandos. letters
Digital Drawing; Chromogenic print mounted on Flexiglass
2018/19 Courtesy RMG

“These drawings also came out after my
father died and I found it very hard to
write. I just couldn't do it. But this I could
do, because drawing, in a way, is my first
language […] The most exciting moment
in the whole process is when I don't know
if what I’m making is an artwork or not." –
Francisco-Fernando Granados, July 7, 2017,
in conversation with Tyler Durbano.
duet brings together work by Jack Bush and
Francisco-Fernando Granados referencing
a legacy of modernist abstraction. Pairing
paintings and prints from the mid-twentieth
century with site-specific and contemporary
digital works, the exhibition creates a
conversation on abstraction.

Known for his bold use of colour and iconic
compositions, Jack Bush (1909-1977) was
a pioneer of post-painterly abstraction and
one of the first Canadian artists to gain
international recognition. As a prominent
member of the Painters Eleven, a group
unified by a commitment to minimalism
and abstraction, Bush helped to solidify the
importance of abstraction within Canada
and inspired generations of artists.
Francisco-Fernando
Granados
has
maintained a near-daily drawing practice
informed by work of Jack Bush. Produced on
a touch-screen phone, this series of abstract
drawings are both an affectionate homage
and a quiet subversion. Trained in the
history and practice of drawing and painting,
Granados was inspired by the National
Gallery’s 2014-15 Jack Bush retrospective, an
event that closely coincided with the death
of his father. The ritual of drawing became
identified with the process of mourning and
grief that has extended into his everyday life.
How does one pay homage?

fun,
smart &
messy.
RESERVE A SPOT!
rmg.on.ca/summer-camp
The Robert McLaughlin Gallery

| 72

Queen Street, Civic Centre, Oshawa, ON | rmg.on.ca

In duet, the discourse between past and the
contemporary is understood as ongoing and
reciprocal. The dialogue between Jack Bush
and Francisco-Fernando Granados, though
displaced by decades, reaches across history
in an effort to touch that, which seems
untouchable, to reshape what seems set. E

PMAC TRA REMMUS

“Y

oung people and children are open
and love colour, but adults have
trouble with it. Unfortunately, they
expect colour to mean something and they
sort of reject their own feelings inside…
we’re used to wanting to see something
literal that we know.” – Jack Bush, September
20, 1977, Morningside, CBC Radio
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By Hri Neil

A

s the warm weather arrives in Prince
Edward County the art scene comes
alive! I have lots of news to share:

The Prince Edward County Art Dealers
Association (PECADA), profiled in our Spring
issue, supported two important community
fundraising efforts and raised over $23,000
for the Picton Public Library Expansion, and
more than $116,000 for the Back the Build
fundraiser for the Prince Edward County
Memorial Hospital Foundation.
Artists and galleries in The County have
begun rolling out their red carpets for the
season. An exciting new gallery has just
opened its doors in Picton. At 256 Main
Street, 2Gallery has been launched by Jim
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Turner and Craig Daniel. After visiting The
County regularly for the past decade, they
are finally realizing their long-term dream
of running a gallery. Jim is the creative lead
working with artists and collectors, whilst
Craig focusses on the business side of the
gallery.
Why the name 2gallery? “There are two
principal players in the experience, the artist
and the audience. The gallery is simply the
bridge between the two. There are two
aspects to the gallery, contemporary art and
the historical or secondary market. And,
it’s a second career for both of us,” says Jim,
“We’ve tried to create a gallery experience
that fits seamlessly into the amazing arts
experiences already found in The County:

individual artists creating in open studios,
art collectives pushing the boundaries,
and established galleries focused both on
promoting local artists and recognized, wellestablished artists from across the country.”
Stop in and enjoy their beautiful space and
the exceptional artwork they are presenting,
and welcome them to The County. Open
Wednesday through Sunday from 11 am to
5 pm.
And finally, our community lost a true icon.
Otto Rogers, internationally renowned
abstract painter, passed on April 28th, 2019.
He will be greatly missed. (See obituary on
page 49.) E
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Otto Donald Rogers (Don) 1935 – 2019

O

tto Donald Rogers (Don), well known
Canadian painter and sculptor, died on
28 April 2109 in Picton, Ontario after a
brief illness.

Born in 1935 to Victor and Mary Rogers, Otto grew
up on a wheat farm near Kelfield, Saskatchewan.
But Otto was far more interested in the beauty of
nature than working on the farm. Completing
high school, he began teacher’s college in 1952 at
the age of 17. That year he took an art class from
Wynona Mulcaster – a fateful meeting. Impressed
by his talent, Mulcaster encouraged Otto and
persuaded his parents that his path was in art.
Otto moved to the United States in 1954 to study
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison where
he completed a degree in Art Education and a
Master’s degree in Fine Art.
Whilst completing postgraduate studies he met
his partner of 60 years, Barbara Nelson who was
also pursuing a Master’s in Fine Art. He brought
Barbara back to the prairies, accepting a teaching
position in the Faculty of Arts at the University of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, in 1959. He served as
department head for several years.
Always a spiritual seeker, in 1960 Otto embraced
the teachings of the Bahá'í Faith. Through his life,
the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh infused every aspect
of his being. In particular, the ideas of unity
in diversity and motion from stillness became
foundational principles of his art. Such themes
manifested as modern, formal, and intellectual
artworks that also tapped into inspiration. For
Otto, inspiration or divine guidance was one of
the four paths to knowledge.
In 1973, Terence Heath wrote in Arts Canada that
Otto aimed for a loss of self-awareness and a
complete immersion in the work, like prayer – an
act of becoming one with an eternal order. And

Oeno Gallery

the closer the artist comes to this ideal, so too
does his artwork.

qualities start to dominate the material ones. …
Art should uplift."

“The only unmistakably ‘big attack’ painter I
found in Saskatoon was Otto Donald Rogers…”
wrote Clement Greenberg in 1963. Otto, already
schooled in modernist tenets, managed to
intersect this narrative and its ideals with the
Bahá'í Faith which he filtered through a specific
sensibility of Western Canada and its landscape.

Otto and Barbara returned to Canada in 1998
settling into a peaceful waterfront home and
studio in Prince Edward County, Ontario. They
chose Ontario to be closer to their two daughters
in Toronto.
In The County, Otto forged a
relationship with Oeno Gallery where his work
found an eager local audience.

Otto’s welded metal sculpture in this period
explored the same themes and challenges. In
1984 and 1987 he was invited by Anthony Caro to
participate in his Triangle Workshop. Caro wrote
the foreword to the 2007 monograph on Rogers
published by Radius Books.

In 2011, Otto established the Otto Rogers Award
at the Prince Edward County Art Council’s annual
Art in the County Juried Exhibition. Each year,
Otto selected one artwork on specific criteria
and the chosen artist received valued critique
and insight into their work. This year, the 26th
Annual Art in the County Juried Exhibition will
be dedicated to the memory of this much loved
artist. Over the last 20 years, Otto delighted in
mentoring younger artists and was an excellent
teacher.

In 1988, Otto retired from the University of
Saskatchewan and with Barbara moved to Haifa,
Israel where for ten years he was a Counselor
Member of the International Teaching Centre
at the Bahá'í World Centre. During this time, he
travelled throughout the world, extensively and
tirelessly promoting the teachings of the Bahá'í
Faith which, along with painting and sculpture,
had become his life’s passion.
While in Haifa he continued to produce inspired
work, much of it on paper. During this period
Otto was the subject of a documentary Approach
to a Sacred Place (1993). In it he described the
role of the artist and art:
"Ideally, to be a good artist one almost has to be
a saint and my definition of a saint is somebody
whose spiritual qualities dominate their material.
It’s impossible not to be material because we
are material beings. You can’t wipe that out, not
in this life. But those higher principles and that
search for truth and excellence and hard work,
all those old values… gradually your spiritual

Otto Rogers’ artwork is held in hundreds of
private collections and more than 30 public
collections including of the Art Gallery of Ontario,
the Beaverbrook Art Gallery, Fredericton, Canada
Council Art Bank, the Art Gallery of Hamilton,
the Art Gallery of Windsor, McKenzie Art Gallery,
Regina, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, and the
National Gallery of Canada. Internationally, his
work can be found in the National Gallery of
Iceland, Museu d’Art Contemporani de Barcelona
and the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.
He leaves behind his wife Barbara, son Klee
Rogers (Teresa), daughter Sasha Hariri (Siamak)
and daughter Julie Rogers-Glabush (Sky). He was
predeceased by his daughter Kim Rogers-Belson
(Paul). E
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Campbellford

S

ituated on the Trent-Severn Waterway
and the Trans Canada Trail, Campbellford
offers so much for visitors to see and do
at this time of year: visit the Ferris Provincial
Park and admire the innovative Ranney
suspension bridge or just take a walk along
the waterside trail, sit on a bench and watch
the world and the boats go by.
Westben, founded by husband and wife
team, Donna Bennett and Brian Finley, is
now celebrating its twentieth anniversary
presenting an amazing choice of live music
performances. Concerts range from classical
to jazz and are sometimes preceded by a
novel experience like "Dare to Pair" where
music and food are appreciated together.
Embraced by the local community, this
year’s festival brings world class musical
artists to a small Ontario town in a charming
relaxed environment where the passion of
the performers and energy of the audience
unite. If you have yet to enjoy the Westben
experience maybe this is the time?
Details at westben.ca
To fully enjoy all that Westben and
Campbellford have to offer why not stay
for a few days. If a recently renovated suite
is to your liking, especially one located
conveniently over the Sideways Bar & Grill
then please contact Eva Allaire on 647
294 2014. Greek and classic bar favourites
are available as well as the ‘build your own’
pasta bar.
Classic Cleaners has many convenient drop
off points in and around Campbellford and
area, so if you experience a dining faux pas
with red wine on your best dress or shirt or
favourite tie, they will be able to help you
out. Wedding dresses can also be cleaned
and packaged for preservation. Carpets and
all kinds of window blinds can be cleaned.
Rabethge’s Jewellery has a goldsmith,
custom jewellery appraiser, custom
jewellery designer and a watchmaker all on
site. Pearl and bead necklaces can also be
restrung. Rabethge’s stocks jewellery from
a wide variety of top designers including
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Welcomes You

DON’T MISS THIS
SUMMER AT THE BARN
June 2 to August 4, 2019

Canadian Rocks, Dora, Forever
Jewellery, PANDORA and Keith Jack.
For engagement or wedding rings
Rabethge’s is the place to find that
special something for the special
person in your life.
Innovative Interiors are happy to
manage your next renovation project
and create a space in which clients will
have confidence, whatever the budget.
Their talented team of professionals
will work with you to transform your
space into something radiant. They are
also happy to suggest design solutions
and offer advice regarding window
blinds and draperies.
We all know life is better with cheese
and a visit to Empire Cheese just
out of town on County Road 8 is
essential for all cheesoholics. Empire
Cheese is now the only remaining
cheese manufacturing plant in
Northumberland County and has
won a host of awards for its cheeses
which are made without additives or
preservatives. Buy a chunk of local
flavour and also pick up jams, honey
and biscuits. E

Kuné
sun, july 28
2:00 pm

CLASSICAL • BROADWAY • JAZZ • FOLK • FIDDLE • FUN
WESTBEN.CA • 877.883.5777 • CAMPBELLFORD ONTARIO
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Maud of Leaskdale:
The Kindling of a Kindred Spirit
In her beloved novel “Anne of Green Gables,” Canadian author Lucy Maud Montgomery
(1874-1942) has her irrepressible young heroine say, “Kindred spirits are not so scarce
as I used to think. It’s splendid to find out there are so many of them in the world.”
By John Arkelian | Photos By Stuart Blower

W

ell, there’s a hidden gem of a play in
a small village northeast of Toronto
in Durham Region that introduced
us to a new kindred spirit – in the form of the
author herself. Gleaned from her extensive
published journals, the one-woman play,
“Maud of Leaskdale” is a marvel of eloquent
words, eloquently delivered by actress
Jennifer Carroll. It is no less than bravura
acting: the solo performer shares a non-stop
inner monologue that spans fifteen years in
the life of its protagonist and a lovely two
hours in the lives of its audience. Maud, as
she was known, came to the village (or is
it a mere hamlet?) of Leaskdale in 1911, as
her husband, Ewan Macdonald, took up
the post of minister at St. Paul’s Presbyterian
Church in the small rural community. There
they stayed until 1926, during which span
Maud gave birth to three sons (the second
of whom was stillborn), wrote half of her
twenty-two novels, and endured both the
death of her closest friend and her husband’s
struggle with severe depression.
Like all of us, Maud knew joy and sorrow;
but, unlike most of us, she was gifted with
the astute observation, dry wit, and adept
use of language to record her experiences
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– and to breathe life into her printed words.
There is a formality of expression (in part, no
doubt, a sign of the times in which she lived)
to Maud’s words that is at once elegant,
keenly observant, confiding, and gracious.
Her words, given oh-so-convincing voice
by Jennifer Carroll, are also gratifyingly
accessible; for instance, a visiting friend is
“as fat as a seal and as strong as a horse.” We
instantly like this woman and get drawn
into her observations of her new life. She
confides, in what’s almost a stage whisper,
that, “I have another opinion; but I do not tell
it to all and sundry,” even as she proceeds to
confide it to us. The play pulls us in to the
inner thoughts and heartfelt feelings of this
thoughtful woman, making us her trusted
confidantes. And in the intimate setting
– an unostentatious, down-to-earth, yet
thoroughly charming country church (with
gracefully curved wooden pews and the
words “The Lord is in His Holy Temple” painted
in scrolling letters on the front wall) – we are
up-close-and-personal with this woman
and her life: she addresses us directly, with
disarming directness, and on occasion plays
a tune on a piano. Indeed, the venue, the
Historic Leaskdale Church, is the very same
church where Maud’s husband served as

Rapt: that’s the only fit word to describe
our reaction to this wonderful onewoman show. The life, the times, and the
inimitable character of the beloved author
are brilliantly distilled in a performance that
captures Maud’s perspicuity, wry wit, fearless
honesty, and eloquence. And, my goodness,
how she reminds us of her most famous
creation, Anne, with the way she endows
her observations with high theatrical drama:
“The gates of my soul are barred against
them; they do not have the key!” It’s a
‘theatrical’ way of expressing oneself, but it
is also utterly sincere. It’s a tribute to Carroll
that she can change moods in the blink of
an eye – moving from heartfelt sorrow to
contentment or happy expectation in a split
second. Did we say rapt? Yes, we did, and
that’s how we felt – captivated, enchanted,
and half in love with the long-dead author
whose wonderful turn of phrase and narrative
voice had us hanging on every word, every
gesture, and each shared confidence. Maud’s
words are full of astute observations about
the stuff of ordinary life. At times, she feels
the loneliness of an outsider: as an author
and intellectual, she cannot easily find others
with similar outlooks and preoccupations in
this rural community: “I feel as though I was
stranded on a coast where no one speaks
my language.” When she becomes pregnant,
the prospect of giving birth for the first time
amazes her. And when her first-born arrives,
she marvels at “this tiny blinking mite of
humanity… Love, such love, I never dreamed
there could be such love.”
The play was written and directed by Conrad
Boyce, from The Selected Journals of L.M.
Montgomery, 1911-1926, edited by Mary
Rubio and Elizabeth Waterston (Oxford
University Press). It was first presented in
2011 for the 100th anniversary of Maud’s
arrival in Leaskdale; and it has become
an annual attraction ever since. Its sole
thespian originated the role; and, now that
she has returned permanently to her native
Canada from a sojourn abroad, we look
forward to seeing the talented Jennifer
Carroll in other productions as well. In this
play, she combines confidence, delicacy,
and perfect timing, changing the mood
and tone as she follows the high-points and

vicissitudes of Maud’s life: “What has my life
been but a succession of leaving things I
loved?” When she writes her last Anne book,
Maud makes a ‘dark and solemn vow,’ of the
self-same sort her fictional heroine is so fond
of, to henceforth devote her attentions to
other stories and new characters. There’s
wry humour here: She’s not at all keen on
the neighbouring village of Zephyr (maybe
she had it in mind when she said a small
village could be “the pettiest place in the
world”); and, as to the then popular board
game known as crokinole, Maud insists that,
“I loathe [it] with a deadly hatred.” There is
a clear-sighted view of life’s absurdities,
blessings, and losses. And there’s wisdom,
too. To paraphrase Maud, ‘One cannot
have imagination and the gift of wings, as
well as placidity and contentment. And
imagination is better.’ Those of us who are
devoted to the imagination will have no
trouble at all imagining that Maud herself is
confiding directly in us, in her own intimate
and inimitable fashion.
The play is a not to be missed experience. And,
for a perfect after-play event, take a half-block
stroll across the road to the Leaskdale Manse,
where Maud and her family lived for 15 years.
The house has been lovingly restored by the
Lucy Maud Montgomery Society. Their work
in replicating its furnishing (right down to
the books Maud read) was facilitated by her
meticulous chronicling (in her journals and
photographs) of every aspect of her day-today life. And for a house of its vintage, this
cozy abode is remarkably full of natural light
– as bright and
welcoming as the
lady of the house
herself. And what
bibliophile could
resist embracing
as kindred one
who
confides,
“I am simply a
‘book drunkard.’
Books have the
same irresistible
temptation
for
me that liquor has
for its devotee. I
cannot withstand
them.”
In her
novel “Anne of the
Island,” Maud said
that, “It seems to

me a most dreadful thing to go out of the
world and not leave one person behind you
who is sorry you are gone…” The fascinating
play that recreates her life is warranty enough
that she will never go unmissed! E

“Maud of Leaskdale”
There are three performances
this summer 2019
•Thursday, August 15, 7 pm
•Saturday, August 17, 3 pm
•Sunday, August 18, 3 pm
The venue:
Historic Leaskdale Church,
11850 Regional Road 1
Leaskdale, Ontario
North of the town of Uxbridge
Tickets:
Adults - $25
Seniors & Students $20
For more information, or
to purchase tickets, visit
lucymaudmontgomery.ca
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minister. It’s as though she has been there
all along, just waiting to be channeled by the
actress who speaks her words.

food

Ah, life at the cottage is downright blissful. Until:

c
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e
By Angela Hawn

“I’m hungry,” declares the youngest among us. “What’s for
dinner?”
“We’ve just had breakfast,” my husband calls out from the
hammock strung between two upright support beams on
the deck. He doesn’t bother opening his eyes. “How can
you be hungry?”
“I guess I’m just anticipating,” my not easily dissuaded
daughter continues. “What’s for dinner?”
One eye of the hammock occupant opens...reluctantly. “I
haven’t given it much thought yet. Ideas?”
“Barbecue,” we all answer at once. What else? Nightly
homage to the grill in summer is a well-established family
ritual.
Both eyes open. “That’s not very helpful,” says the cook in
the hammock.
“We need a better barbecue sauce,” says my older
daughter, the perpetually thinking one amongst our
crew, even in summer when her parents choose to allow
for maximum brain-shutdown. “The ones in the bottles
contain too much sugar.”

M

y family heads to the cottage each summer
with one word in mind: relaxation. It’s
an “activity” we pursue with mindful and
determined purpose, almost zen-like in our approach.
We live for these moments. For the cottage is a place
that allows for total rest and recreation, and we love
it! Summer is our favourite season by far, and the rest
of the year simply consists of the months leading
up to it, as far as we’re concerned.
We pack with care: those books we’ve been meaning
to read all winter but never got around to, a few
DVDs purchased at a bargain shop each spring in
anticipation of life without television reception,
some downloaded podcasts for personal listening
enjoyment and for when we stick in earbuds and shut
out the rest of the world.
How about the running shoes especially bought for
just that purpose: running! The hard-packed sandy
track leading from main road right up to our front
door practically beckons to out of shape joggers
with aging knees. The trick is rousing oneself from
the comfortable chair on the deck to actually hit the
road, so to speak.
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“Since when did healthy eating become part
of cottage life?” I inquire. I count on the odd
slow jog on the cottage road to help keep
things in check. That and the fact the cottage
bathroom does not have a weigh scale.
“Healthy eating should be a part of life all
year round,” the younger one chimes in,
sounding much like a particularly preachy
advertisement for Public Health.
I can tell the hammock dweller is getting
irked. Both eyes open, he’s sitting up now
and one leg upon the deck’s surface has
stilled the previously gentle swing motion
that generally precipitates a nap.

But my older daughter already has her phone
out and is pacing about the deck, trying
to hook into the internet via the nearest
cell tower, whose red light blinking in the
distance, is the only blemish on an otherwise
perfectly natural horizon. For some reason,
despite the tower’s seeming proximity, one
must generally climb a tree, say a prayer and
stick the arm holding the phone out far into
space just to find a bar or two promising a
little reception. However, my technology
loving phone user always seems to find the
one or two sweet spots available without
ever having to leave solid ground.

“I have some chicken breasts thawing and
that’s about as far as I got,” he mutters, before
lying back down again.

“Got it and took a screen shot of it,” she
announces and hands the phone over to
her sister. “Easy, peasy. We’ll whip it up no
problem.”

“Why don’t you girls put your heads together
and see what you can come up with?”
I intervene cautiously. We have enough
bears around the cottage as it is. No sense
creating a human, hammock-loving one.

“Thank goodness,” I say and prepare to go
back to my book. Sometimes my brain goes
so numb from relaxation. I have to read
the same page two or three times to remind
myself of where I left off.

“If we substitute something for the sugar,
it would be almost paleo-friendly,” declares
the youngest as she reads through the list of
ingredients.
“That’s good,” I offer, skimming through a
recently read paragraph again. “Because
we do pretty much eat a paleo style diet up
here.”
“If you don’t count last night’s baked potatoes
or the pasta we had with the barbecued
meatballs the night before,” mumbles the
bear in the hammock. Who’s preachy now?
Tempted to throw my book (admittedly
a lightweight paperback that probably
wouldn’t do much damage) at him, I choose
instead to take a deep, zen-like breath and
listen to the waves lap up on the beach far
below us. Besides, the hammock is swinging
again and some snoring has ensued.
I smile, I breathe, I look around at our
beautiful cottage. Now where was I?
Ah, yes. Page 39. Again. E

There is a little too much sugar in this homemade bbq sauce to make it paleo, but it likely contains less sugar than
store-bought brands and definitely tastes fresher and tastier to boot. Mix up a batch and store in the fridge up to a week
for some wonderful, summertime barbecue!
On low to medium heat, simmer, while stirring
occasionally, the following ingredients in
a saucepan for about 10 minutes
(or until thickened)
1 cup ketchup
a third cup brown sugar
a third cup molasses
1 tbsp Worcestershire sauce
3 tbsp cider vinegar
1 tsp onion powder
1/2 tsp chili powder
Add dashes (to taste) of the following: soy sauce, garlic powder,
mustard powder and your favourite hot sauce.
You can also put in a pinch of salt, if desired, but we find the salt
already in the ketchup and soy sauce to be adequate. Enjoy!
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the cottage is a place that allows for total rest and recreation, and we love it!
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Port Hope
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ibrant and individual retailers and
restaurants accommodated in historic
buildings contribute much to Port
Hope’s authentic and irresistible charm.
Successfully swimming against the tide,
Furby House Books is celebrating “thirty
storied years!” Located in what was the
home of William Furby, “the father of local
journalism,” Furby House Books continues a
literary tradition dating back to 1831!
Dwellissimo is a unique ‘furniture store’
specializing in mid century modern and
new contemporary offerings. Choose your
interior style from their selection of lighting,
art, soft furnishings, vintage hi fi, and a
range of Gus Modern designs. Intriguing
window displays anticipate the curated
experience of enchanting designer objects
and industrial artefacts that lies within.
If you are thinking of relocating to the area,
Lee Caswell of Bosley Real Estate is just
waiting to exceed your expectations with
his vast knowledge of Northumberland and
its real estate market. He offers professional
and patient service that fully supports clients
through the stresses and strains of the
buying and selling process.
Thinking of spending more time in Port
Hope? Then Summerhill Manor B & B and
Tea Room is for you. Stay in the Harris,
Bayley or Dr. Powers suites and enjoy the
use of a parlour and library, free parking
and a real chef cooked hot breakfast.
Summerhill Manor is the perfect base for
exploring Port Hope.

Spraoi, pronounced “Spree,” is a Gaelic
word meaning “play” that reflects the
ancestry of Tania Ring, Spraoi Yoga’s owner.
Whilst occupying a historic building, a
modern ventilation system ensures freshly
oxygenated air at all times. Classes are
held indoors, but why not try stand up
paddle boarding and yoga in the fresh air
throughout summer? Competitively priced,
classes are suitable for all levels.
Eventually all our thoughts turn to towards
our tummies and Port Hope has fabulous
opportunities for casual lunches and dinners.
Sugar Dust Bakery invite you to enjoy some
sweetness with their freshly prepared baked
goods and cakes which use only real butter.
Soups are homemade and can be ordered
with a sandwich, panini or a salad.
Local No90 Bar & Kitchen specializes in
artisanal pizzas and creates memorable
experiences from local and seasonal
products. Vegetarian friendly, with gluten
free and vegan options, everyone is most
welcome and will definitely find something
to enjoy. Try Local No90 Bar & Kitchen and
discover why they were awarded a Certificate
of Excellence earlier this year!
Sometimes the biggest flavours are found in
the smallest spaces. The Social Bar + Table
has carved out its own special niche of
deliciousness within Port Hope and beyond
with fresh, honest from scratch cooking.
Renowned as a Feast Ontario restaurant, local
ingredients are conjured into bold exciting
fusion dishes high on taste and visual appeal.
Alfresco dining available too, but you may
need to book ahead. E

B&B AND TEA ROOM

Chef - Made Hot Breakfast
Free Parking
Private Ensuite Bathroom
Cable & Wi-Fi
Use of Parlour & Library
MENTION THIS AD
FOR 15% OFF
YOUR STAY!

127 WALTON STREET, PORT HOPE, ON
905-885-8741

WWW.SUMMERHILLMANOR.COM
B&B | PRIVATE DINNERS | EVENTS | CATERING | TEA ROOM
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Elegant cakes and Desserts made from
scratch with Love and Butter.

SUGAR DUST BAKERY & CAFÉ
74 WALTON STREET, PORT HOPE, ON L1A 1N3
905-800-1010 SUGARDUSTBAKERY.COM

THESOCIALPH.CA | 905.800.1152
26 ONTARIO STREET | PORT HOPE
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The
Port
Hope
Biscuit
Mystery
By Marcia Masino

Garage sales are one of my favourite
summer activities.
That’s how I
discovered the financially rewarding
world of cookbook buying and
selling. I found the motherlode when
I spotted a simple old hardcover
entitled, The Home Cook Book.

F

irst published in 1877, The Home Cook
Book was Canada’s original fundraising
cookbook and soon became the bestselling Canadian cookbook of the 19th
century with one in six households having
a copy. Astoundingly successful, women’s
groups across the country were inspired
to compile their own versions, setting off
a community cookbook phenomenon.
According to the original title page, over 300
recipes are tested and proven.
Compiled by the Ladies of Toronto and other
Ontario residents, the book has a fascinating
collection of recipes and remedies. One in
particular stands out because of its title,
“Port Hope Biscuits,” contributed by a Mrs.
Crawford. Who was she? Did she reside
in Port Hope? Do her instructions and
ingredients provide clues to her identity?
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I asked the members of The Culinary
Historians of Canada for their educated
insight and cookery skills to help unravel the
mystery. Graciously they made the biscuits,
revised the instructions for modern baking
and tactfully informed me that when this
recipe was donated by Mrs. Crawford the
biscuits would have actually been cookies.
“The term cookie did not come into place
until early 1900’s. They were referred to as
a “biscuit or fine little cakes” before 1905 or
thereabouts.”
What clues do we have for identifying Mrs.
Crawford? Our first clue is food historians
write extensively about this book’s important
place in Canadian culinary history and make
a point that the ladies who compiled it were
of “means.” They belonged to the “upper
crust” of society and most likely did not test
the recipes themselves, leaving the cooking
to the cook. So, Mrs. Crawford must have
been rich or at least well-off. Our second
clue is that proceeds of the book sales were
given to SickKids Hospital, Toronto. Could
she have been part of a women’s organization
involved with charity fund raising for the
hospital? Perhaps her family connects to

The Original Recipe – “Two eggs, two cups of sugar, one of butter
(we are talking a whole cup of butter here) one-half cup of milk,
one teaspoonful of cream of tartar, one teaspoonful of carbonate
soda, flour sufficient to roll very thin, flavour with nutmeg.”
As was typical of recipes in cookbooks at the time there is very
little detailed direction. What kind of flour? Sifted? Why roll
thinly? No baking temperature or how long to bake, none of
the recipes have them. If you were reading this cookbook, you’d
know the answers because you had culinary experience, were
female and had common sense.
Fortunately, Sherry Murphy of the Culinary Historians of
Canada has successfully revised this recipe for modern
cooks. Her contribution brings the biscuit up to date.
Ingredients:
• 1 cup or 250 ml of butter
• 2 cups or 500 ml of sugar (white granulated)
• 2 whole eggs beaten
• 1/2 cup or 150 ml of whole milk or cream
• 1 teaspoon or 5 ml of cream of tartar
• 1 teaspoon or 5 ml of baking soda
• 1 teaspoon or 5 ml of ground nutmeg
• 3 1/2 cups or 800 ml of flour (all purpose)
Method:
Beat softened butter to a cream; in 1/2 cup intervals add
sugar until well blended.
Add beaten eggs and blend well.
Sift baking soda and cream of tartar and nutmeg together
with measured flour.
Then in 3 parts blend flour mixture into butter mixture,
adding the milk as you blend the flour together. (You may
blend all cookie dough in electric mixer in same order)
Gather up dough into two or three discs and wrap in
plastic and place in fridge for an hour or may freeze up to
two months.
Flour a pastry board lightly or use parchment paper. Roll
out disc of dough to 1/4 inch thickness, use a cookie
cutter of any shape or cut in 2 1/2 in circle and apply a
pretty stamp you like.
Place on parchment lined baking sheet.
Bake at 350* F or 180* C for 10 minutes or until edges
are golden brownish colour.
Makes about 2 1/2 dozen cookies at 2 1/2-inch circle or size cookie.

At the CHC workshop, “We all had a taste of the freshly baked
biscuit in the morning” said Sherry. “Everyone agreed the biscuits
were a nice addition to a morning coffee or an afternoon tea break."
Two girls said it was the same as their mom made every
Christmas as a sugar cookie cut in Christmas designs and hung on
the tree not to be eaten till Christmas Day! These were popular
during the era when the Home Cook Book was first published.
The Home Cook Book also has chapters on Housekeeping, Social
Observances, Little Housekeepers, Utensils and a guide to proper
etiquette. Did you know that the tablecloth and napkins should be
changed from the starched white breakfast set to a coloured set for
luncheon? Of course, the supper tablecloth and napkins are made
from a more refined fabric and accompany fine glassware, good
china, quality silverware and serving dishes that are appropriate for
the evening meal. I’m still not sure which linens to use for afternoon
tea, oh well.
Included in its pages are hundreds of plain and “healthy” recipes
along with instructions for the making of miscellaneous products
such as soap, medicines, and preservatives. You can learn how to
boil a turkey stuffed with oysters, or how to make Centennial Pie,
a nod to the Centennial Exposition of 1876 where the first
World’s Fair took place in honour of the 100th Anniversary of the
signing of the Declaration of Independence.
If you decide to skip making Port Hope Biscuits you can always
try your hand at the baffling “Toronto Pie” contributed by “Mrs. D.”
Here are the directions. “One cup of sugar, three eggs, one and
one-half cups of flour, one teaspoonful of Cook’s Friend baking
powder, flavour to taste, bake as jelly cake in layers and spread
between the layers raspberry jam.” No wonder she only used her
last name initial for her contribution identification.
The Home Cook Book isn’t the only sought-after antique publication
coveted by culinary arts book collectors. There are others, some
more recent and you may have one in that box in the attic or on the
bookshelf you’ve been meaning to organize. Summertime brings
yard and estate sales, visits to antique shops and old bookstores
and thrifting aka thrift store perusing. All are great opportunities for
hunting down hidden cookbook treasures to cherish and or maybe
sell for a profit!
Which cookbooks are desirable in the world of Antique and
Vintage cookbook collecting?
Collecting old and vintage cookbooks is a very popular pastime.
Here are some tips and a list of what to look for when hunting for
old cookbooks from my fifteen years' experience. A word to the
wise - when examining the book read the cover and title page
carefully; make sure it is not a reprint of an earlier edition.
Antique cookbooks defined as Victorian, and early twentieth
century are most desirable as hardcover cookbooks. These are
usually comprehensive volumes, with how to instructions and
diagrams, culinary subject chapters, often colour illustrations, and
a domestic section with recipes for herbal remedies for everything
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the medical field or charitable organizations in 19th century Port
Hope. Thirdly, if she is a contributor in 1876 – 77 she must be an
adult woman therefore she most likely was born in the 1830s-40s
or earlier. The last clue, could nutmeg hold the key to unlock her
identity? Mrs. Crawford included nutmeg in her recipe. Maybe it
was her signature ingredient or that of her cook.

culture

from gout to dandruff. They include
household subjects such as how to fold a
napkin innumerable ways, which linens to
use for your three daily trips to the dining
table, place setting instructions and all
sorts of back in the day etiquette advice
for the perfect home. Average price,
depending on scarcity and condition is
$250.00 to $300.00.
Also look for ethnic or specific styles of
cookery from the 1800s, recently an 1885
Creole Cookbook sold for $325.00.

1332 Morganston Road,
Castleton, K0K 1M0
www.catboardingresort.com

905.355.3090
613.481.6117

Much in demand right now are early
Victorian confectionery and pastry baking
cookbooks, they sell for $255.00.
Antique Farm and household books with
a recipe section from 1850 - 1880s, values
are the same as the abovementioned
hardcover cookbooks. These books are
valued for old style farm content by the
back to the land demographic because
they often have a how-to section using
natural products and remedies. For
example, raising bees, caring for horses,
making tools, farming, rural architecture
and building construction are typical
subjects in these volumes.
• Old (late 1800s to early 1900s) hand
written recipe books are also highly
prized. Collectors expect the books
to have some wear, stains and be
tattered but legible. The average price
for one is $125. Note - this is not about
one or two hand written recipes inside
an old cookbook, we are talking an
entire recipe book filled with handwritten
culinary gems.
Their uniqueness,
cultural quirks and culinary homespun
historic content make them favourites.
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• Vintage Cookbooks also have their
share of collectors.
In Canada the
favourites are booklets from the 1930s
and 40s. Most popular are the Blue
Ribbon cookbook for use in Canadian
homes at $45.00, Five Roses Flour and
Purity Flour early and mid-20th century
range from $50.00 to $75.00. Produced
by flour manufacturers who wanted to
convince you to buy their products, they
often included coupons in the back of
the book. Collectors like them with the
coupons intact, perhaps that has to do
with the completeness factor.
• Look for specificity, could be place,
town, city, region, province or by
ingredient, for example beer or honey
recipes.
Canadian Victory cookbooks
from WW II are hard to find and collected
for their historical content.
Like their predecessor the Home Cook
Book, older pre - 1960s fundraiser
cookbooks continue to be popular with
collectors. They are a culinary legacy
left for us by our ancestors. When we
make one of these recipes, we carry their
food traditions forward to make future
memories. What makes them precious is
they often contain the donor’s names and
locales like the mysterious Mrs. Crawford
from Port Hope.
Chances are her descendants are
still making and enjoying her biscuits,
I hope they remember to include
the nutmeg. E
A special thank you to Sherry Murphy and
the Culinary Historians of Canada for their
contributions to this article.

BRIGHTON PAINT AND BLINDS
Elite • Graber • Eclipse Shutters

Summer
...starts here

MEMBERS’

Collections
. . . Red Coral
. . . Renuar
. . . Habitat

Sat Jun 15
to
Sun Jul 21

Accessories

Thurs-Sun: 12-4pm
Everyone Welcome!

www.thecolborneartgallery.ca

We promise good quality and
value on all our window coverings

. . . Fashion
Handbags
. . . Unique
Jewelry
. . . Hats & Scarves

Custom Order
King Edward Park Community Centre

Blinds • Shutters • Drapery

FREE INSTALLATION
Cathy, George and George JR.
47 B Elizabeth Street Brighton
613.475.3349
Monday - Friday 8:30am - 5:00pm
Satuday 8:30am - 3:00pm

23 MAIN STREET, BOX 910
BRIGHTON 613.475.6275
www.dragonflybrighton.com

Multi-Purpose Facility
Weddings • Banquets • Birthday Parties • Dances
Meetings - Corporate or Private • Shuffleboard Court
Fully equipped with Kitchen, Air Conditioning and Audio/Video

Call Jim at
613-475-0302 to book today!
millar@brighton.ca

TAKE A
CLOSER
LOOK
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Bowmanville
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isit Clarington for a summer filled
with memorable events and activities.
Explore Bowmanville, Clarington’s
largest urban centre. With a unique historic
downtown for shopping, a beautiful
waterfront and picturesque trails for
cycling, museums for history and culture,
Bowmanville is a great place to visit for some
family fun. Celebrate festivals throughout
the year and learn why Clarington was
named the 2019 Municipality of the Year by
Festivals & Events Ontario. From Maplefest,
Food Truck Friday, Applefest, the Orono Fair
and everything in between, you can be sure
to be entertained and have your calendar
filled with exciting must-see events.

Clarington means
Summer Fun
Jodi Brown & Co. is a one stop shop for
beauty, permanent make up and more.
Imagine the convenience of just getting
up and being ready to dash out of the
door. With permanent make up you can
put your best face forward each and every
day! If you’re looking for classy service and
vintage style visit the friendly team at Jodi
Brown & Co.
Clarington offers an abundance of
culinary delights, from local restaurants,
farmers’ market and outdoor patios. For
those looking for a camping adventure,
explore the Darlington Provincial Park.
With three different campgrounds, this is
the place for family picnics and making
memories under the stars. Clarington
wants to hear from you : whatever your
summer adventure, share your memories
on social media at #ThisIsClarington.
Make time this summer to have fun, take
a break and create new traditions right
here in Clarington. E

Visit the downtown to experience unique
retail stores like Brown & Co. and The Glass
Slipper and SCRUB’n, where you will find the
largest selection of medical grade shoes and
brand name uniforms in sizes from XXs to
5XL and Canadian made scrub hats. There’s
also a selection of gift items and essential
accessories for nurses from wine glasses to
watches and stethoscopes.
Every girl knows you can never have enough
shoes, and the Glass Slipper is a true paradise
for shoe shoppers wanting to enjoy their
princess moment. Quality and comfort are
guaranteed in their range of chic European
sandals. Just in, are a fabulous collection of
colourful hats, complementing a selection
of hand painted bags that will brighten up
any grey day. Expert help in mixing and
matching is key to the perfect you!
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special feature

Permanent Makeup, Hair Services and more

HUGE
SELECTION
In-store & Online!

vintage style,
classy service
in modern day
37 King Street West, Bowmanville
VISIT JODI BROWN AND CO, VIA FACEBOOK

The Glass
Slipper
Unique Selection of Footwear combining
forward fashion with all day comfort

. 289 404 8200
2019

MUNICIPALITY
OF THE

YEAR
~ Festivals &
Events Ontario

20 King St. W
Bowmanville
905.419.3331

scrubn.ca

Tourism
55 King Street, Bowmanville, ON
905.623.0011 theglassslipperbowmanville

www.claringtontourism.net
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Scott Hart’s Travels
from Peter Island to Prince Edward County
By Priya Rao

In 2014 they sold the restaurant and were
planning to leave the Islands when Scott got
an offer to go over to Peter Island, a private
island resort just
off the main island
known as the
‘Crown Jewel of
the British Virgin
Islands’ and one of
the world’s top fifty
resorts. It was an
offer he couldn’t
turn down.
In 2017, Scott
was on vacation
visiting his mom
back home in
Belleville. Sitting
on the patio of the
Drake Devonshire,
he got a text that
a hurricane was
Scott with his wife, Paloma and their kids Jude and Lola.
going to hit Peter
I’m really proud and excited to be part of
Island within the
the County
week.
It didn’t
look like a very
strong storm and
they had protocols
sually when people say, “It was a
in place to handle such situations but he
whirlwind” it’s hyperbole, but in the
made the decision to return and administer
case of Scott Hart, it was a literal
those protocols. It was a decision that would
whirlwind.
change his life in more ways than one.

“

U

Scott has a typical story in many ways. He’s a
local boy from Bracebridge who worked as a
bartender to put himself through school and
then taught English in Japan for a couple of
years. He moved to the British Virgin Islands
in 2001 intending to stay for a year while he
waited on financial backing to come in for
a restaurant planned to open on College
Street in Toronto. That all changed when he
met his future wife, Paloma, and she didn’t
want to move to Canada. They were in their
twenties when they ‘foolishly decided to
open a restaurant’ called The Dove in 2003
followed by a boutique hotel, Frenchman’s
in 2008. Both businesses far exceeded their
expectations.
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Two days before the storm, now called
Hurricane Irma, was to hit, they decided to
evacuate the island, including all the boats
because they knew their dock would not
stand up to the winds. Due to various visarelated issues, some guests could not leave
so when the storm finally hit there were
thirty-two people on the island, including
Scott, his wife, their two children and six of
his best engineers. Watching the last ferry
leave for the main island and not having
any boats left on the island was a very scary
feeling.
On September 6 at 4am they moved
everyone to a luxury villa constructed of

concrete and designed to resist a category
four storm. Irma was expected to be a
category five, which is as high as the scale
goes. Scott consulted with his engineer,
Jimmy, on what else they could do to
reinforce the building. As fate would have
it, they had been about to build a deck at the
hotel so with that material, they were able
to build a sort of exo-skeleton around the
building to hold the shutters in place.
At 11am the storm hits. There was one back
window that was not shuttered allowing a
view of the outside. The rain was coming
in sideways and the winds, with gusts up to
225 miles an hour were so intense that trees
were beginning to take flight. As rooms
around the hotel were hit, they could hear
the windows smashing.
“As we’d lose a room, all the furniture
would…the room would turn into, almost
like a washing machine so the wind would
just pick up the furniture, throw it around the
room and then throw it out.”
The air pressure was so intense even twentyfoot shipping containers were picked up
and scattered across the island. Then all of
a sudden there was an unholy peace: they
were in the eye of the storm. Peter and
his main engineer, Jimmy, went outside to
unplug the drains around the windows to
prevent flood water from coming inside.
“In the eye the air was white because it was
just full of salt that had been churned up from
the ocean. It was surreal. We had no idea of
the level of devastation, but we were on a
hill and I could see that…literally everything
was gone. There were little tornadoes flying
around inside the eye…it was like a science
fiction movie, just the power, the force. It
had a bizarre calmness to it, but it was still
windy.”
They then reinforced the exo-skeleton
because they knew they were now going to
get hit by Irma from the opposite side. Scott
and Jimmy decided not to tell the others of
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In 2017, Scott was
on vacation visiting
his mom back home
in Belleville. Sitting
on the patio of the
Drake Devonshire,
he got a text that a
hurricane was going
to hit Peter Island

the extent of the damage to help everyone
stay relatively calm, making sandwiches and
playing board games for the twelve hours
they were marooned inside. Scott says the
children acted as sort of a calming influence,
obliging the adults to contain their nerves
and make things feel as normal as possible
with thirty people cramped inside one room.
On the second visit, Irma was much more
vicious. “When you’re in a hurricane it builds
up to a hundred and then it goes to zero in
the eye, but then it restarts at its full intensity
and slowly goes down to zero. Immediately
you get right into the maximum, full force of
the storm again.”
Doors were being pulled open by the
strength of the gusts so Scott and his
engineers drilled whatever wood was
available into the door frames. “Then we had
the windows start to bulge and we could
see the windows were going to smash in
from the pressure…we had about twenty
mattresses set up in the room so we started
tying the mattresses to all the windows so
we wouldn’t be covered in broken glass.”
7pm the storm ends. They walked out with
no one, except Peter and his engineers,
having any idea of the extent of the
devastation. With his wife and many of the
others having lived through storms before
there was almost a sort of nonchalance, but
they were shocked at the apocalyptic scene;
the entire island was leveled.

“It was one of those
things--I wish I’d
taken a camera
because it was one of
the most spectacular,
sublime things I’ve
ever seen in my life.”

Over to the main island they saw nothing in the blackness, no lights or signs of life. Fear grew
amongst the Peter Island survivors.
On the other side of Peter Island one of Scott’s engineers had located a generator. Chris,
‘through courage and determination’ made it across the fallen trees and broken glass to bring
Scott a generator. That night they ate and drank like kings and queens—remember, it was a
luxury resort. But they weren’t through it yet.
Only one cell phone was working and that was only connecting to Puerto Rico. Scott managed
to get in touch with his company headquarters but with Hurricane Jose now on the horizon
and only two days away, they could not send help. Almost every boat in the country had been
destroyed. Eventually boats and supplies arrived which enabled Scott to evacuate his family
and the remaining guests.
Four days after Irma they began to hear stories of looting on the main island: a hundred and
eighty prisoners were on the loose. Now they had to ward off potential looters. Knowing that
they would be looking for food and gas, Scott and his team went to each building emptying
the fridges to replenish their own stocks. Hoping to discourage violence, they cut a path for
the looters to the resort’s boutique, giving them free access to the high-end goods.
The new Governor who had only been appointed two weeks before Irma struck, told Scott
that right after the storm it was chaos. He had only six marines who he positioned around the
island to give the illusion of safety and order. Talk about an initiation.
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“It was kind of like post-apocalyptic
Survivor…society broke down for a couple
of days. Then marines arrived, the British
marines, after about four days the UK was
very good about bringing in a warship and
restoring order.”
Sadly, Hurricane Jose was followed
by Hurricane Maria which completely
devastated Puerto Rico. Their saviour was
now itself in dire need of assistance.
On December 23rd, Scott flew back home
to Belleville, just in time for Christmas. His
homecoming was really was like a movie.
“We had a new set of priorities, what we
wanted out of life. Finding a job that fit
those priorities wasn’t as easy as we thought.
I was offered a very good job in Abu Dhabi
that didn’t check these boxes,” but careerwise was a great move. They were in North
Carolina on a road trip before moving to Abu
Dhabi when Scott got a call to interview
at the Drake. Between their exciting plans
for expansion, getting to live in a small
community and make great friends, and
being able to be back in the ‘real world,’
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And just like that, the
hometown boy from
Bracebridge found his
way home.

where there was more time to spend with
the kids, it checked all the boxes.
At the Drake, they are building another patio
with a small beer garden to help relieve
congestion and make it more comfortable
for their summer guests. They’re also
opening a new, twelve room motel across
the street with a retro, nostalgic feel to go
with the typical Drake ‘vibe’.
And just like that, the hometown boy from
Bracebridge found his way home.
There are a lot of things they miss about life in
the British Virgin Islands, the cocktail parties,
rubbing shoulders with celebrities, but at the
end of the day Scott says life in The County
is “a lot more grounding, it’s a lot more real.
We’re a hundred times happier here." E
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Anna’s Kitchen
By Anna Olson

Signature Caesars
with Jardini`re
e Vodka
Flavouring your vodka with crudité-style summer vegetables
serves two functions. The vegetables flavour the vodka,
giving your Caesars a fresher seasonal taste, and the veggies
absorb the vodka, making a perfect (and potent!) crunchy
garnish to the drink.

Makes one 12-ounce (360 mL) glass
Serves 1
Prep Time: 15 minutes (including the flavoured vodka)
Jardinière vodka:
4 cups (1 L) loosely packed fresh vegetables: cherry or grape
tomatoes, julienned celery, carrots, zucchini, red bell peppers
1 jalapeño pepper (optional)
1 clove garlic (optional)
3 sprigs fresh thyme
6 whole black peppercorns
2 cups (500 mL) vodka
Caesars:
Celery salt rimmer
Ice cubes
1 oz (30 mL) jardinière vodka
1 to 2 tsp (5 to 10 mL) prepared horseradish
2 to 3 dashes Worcestershire sauce
1 to 2 dashes Tabasco hot sauce
1 cup (250 mL) good-quality Caesar mix (seasoned tomato
juice with clam juice)
1. Have ready a 4-cup (1 L) mason jar with a sealable lid.
2. For the jardinière vodka, arrange the vegetables
(and jalapeño and garlic, if using) in the mason jar and add the
thyme and peppercorns. Pour in the vodka, seal the jar and
chill. Ideally, give the vegetables 2 to 3 days to cure.
3. For the Caesar, dip the rim of a 12-oz (360 mL) glass in
water and then in the celery salt rimmer. Fill the glass with
ice cubes and add the vodka, horseradish, Worcestershire and
Tabasco sauces. Pour in the Caesar mix to fill the glass, add
a swizzle stick and garnish with the jardinière vegetables and
pickles, skewered or on the side.
TIP: Make the vodka a couple of days ahead, if time allows,
so that the flavours can meld. It can be made up to 2 weeks
ahead, and the vegetables will still be crunchy (and potent).
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Michael Pinkus Interviews
Michael Pinkus continues his travels around Prince Edward County, in an effort to get to know our regional
wineries and the people that make Prince Edward County great. He questions winery principals; in this
edition visiting Pat Del-Gatto, owner and winemaker for Del-Gatto Estate Winery, Dan Sullivan, owner and
winemaker at Rosehall Run, and Vicki Samaras and Jonas Newman, partners in Hinterland.

Pat Del-Gatto
Del-Gatto Estate Winery
Q: What got you interested in winemaking

and owning a winery?
I have been making wine with my family since
I was a child, making me a 4th generation
winemaker, and making wine with the
family since I was a child, it was a natural
progression in my life. It’s the creation and
enjoyment of the finished product that
draws me in; you just don’t listen to the
voice in your head until you’re old enough
to hear it. Owning a business was a
challenge; it’s easy to build and hard to keep
from a retail perspective because trends
change. However, being in the vineyard or
the winery is like coming home every day.
Q: What non-traditional grape variety are

the St. Croix because it is so unruly but
looks so happy and produces such a lively
nouveau-style red. On the other hand, what
I wish we hadn’t planted would probably
be the Chardonnay: perhaps it was where
we planted it, but it was just never happy,
so we pulled it all out!
Q: Why Prince Edward County?

From a geographical standpoint - it was
the perfect place in relation to Europe (as
any PEC winery would say). In comparison
to B.C. and Niagara, PEC was accessible
when we were searching, plus there are
several factors to consider including family;
well, let’s be honest, to an Italian family
that’s THE most important! The County,
though, as a place to live and raise a family,
is perfect. There is a lot of community here.

you happiest to work with? On the other
hand is there one you wish you hadn’t?

Q: If you weren’t making wine what else

This will come as no surprise, but by far it will
be the Pinotage that I am happiest to work
with. For so long I have enjoyed this wine
and I am so proud to grow it and produce
such a robust and special red. I also love

If we weren’t making wine, I would have
a greenhouse with exotic plants, and hot
peppers, lots of hot pepper plants.
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would you be doing?

Vicki Samaras and Jonas Newman
Hinterland.
Q: What got you interested in winemaking

/owning a winery?
For me the idea popped in my head one
day when I was 18 years old. My parents
thought it was strange because we lived
in downtown Toronto. In fact, my mother
touched my forehead to check to see if
I had a fever! I then studied Botany, Earth
Sciences with a specialty in Plant Pathology
with the intent of one day owning
a vineyard. I also spent a decade in Sales &
Marketing in the pharmaceutical industry.
It really taught me the importance of sales
in our winery business. As for Jonas, he
started working in fine dining almost by
accident while attending university in
Toronto. His interest in wine grew and when
we met in 2002 we were both attracted to
starting a vineyard project.
Q: What compelled you to become a

sparkling-only house?
I believe we were the 8th vineyard planted in
The County so everyone understandably had
their own opinion about what grew best.

wine
Q: Why Prince Edward County?

I studied the ripening times of various grape
varieties and the weather patterns of The
County. Something told us back then that
this may be as much a sparkling wine region
as it could be the next great place to grow
Pinot Noir. So we planted grape varieties
that could be made into still or sparkling
wines. Over the years the grapes were in the
best condition (at harvest) when they were
at the brix and acidity for sparkling wine.
We observed that the grapes showed
maturity (browning stems, seeds) when
they were in the sugar and acid range for
sparkling wine. In 2007 we decided to focus
our vineyard and winemaking on sparkling
wine.
Q: Why Prince Edward County?

After meeting in 2002, Jonas and I went to
Burgundy to see the viticulture and taste
the wines. The dirt, the soils were incredible!
There was this wine region in its infancy in
Ontario that resembled the soils of Burgundy
and that’s what initially brought us to The
County. The land prices were relatively
inexpensive at the time, especially when
compared to already established regions in
Canada. Of course, the trade-off was that
The County was an unproven region.

I had never heard of PEC until early in the
spring of 2000. There were a couple of
plantings there so I went to visit what is now
our next door neighbour Casa Dea (back
then Peddlesden Wines, and at one point it
was also called Carmela Estate), one look at
the soils with all those limestone fragments
and we knew we found the place. Two
months later we bought the property next
door when it became available.
Q: What were you doing before you made

the leap to full time wine making?

Dan Sullivan
Rosehall Run
Q: What got you interested in winemaking

and owning a winery?
I caught the bug like many people do,
as a wine lover. I had tasted a couple of
homemade wines and thought that this
would be fun and l went down to Niagara
in 1995 and bought fruit and fell in love with
winemaking. But then I just had to take it to
the next level.
Q:

would you be doing?

What is your favourite grape to
work with and why? Which is your least
favourite?

Personally, I can’t imagine doing anything
else. I would probably go to grad school
and look at biological controls in agriculture.
Or I would study climate science and focus
on reforestation efforts to combat our
climate crisis. Jonas would be a professional
fisherman.

Chardonnay is fun to work with as there are so
many directions and styles you can go in [ed.
note: It is not called the winemakers' grape
for nothing]. I find Pinot Noir both rewarding
and difficult. It requires a huge effort in the
vineyard and patience in the cellar … but I
also find the risk reward ratio so worth it.

Q: If you weren’t making wine what else

Lynn and I owned a home improvements
company in Toronto and I commuted from
Toronto to the farm from 2001-05. In 2005
we made the leap, we sold our Toronto
business and moved to pursue the winery
full time. I am not sure how life would have
unfolded but I can’t imagine it being as big
an adventure as the farming/wine business
has been. E
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Day Tripper
A tale of two
villages
Rogues’ Hollow
aka the Village
of Newburgh
By Lillie Normile

T

he village of Newburgh is located at the
cross-roads of County Road 1 and Main
Street, in Stone Mills Township. Visitors
will find local businesses to explore nestled
in a hollow in this quiet bucolic setting.
Flowing through the village is the Napanee
River. Lining the streets are quaint buildings
offering photographers and artists inspiring
stone architecture in the form of homes
and mills. Definitely do not miss Newburgh
Academy.

town. It seemed that the development of
Newburgh was thwarted on several fronts.
An attempt to attract a major railroad stop
was frustrated when the direct route from
Kingston to Napanee was preferred, however
in 1884 Newburgh did succeed in obtaining
a railway branch line feeding the main line.
A second disappointment was the selction
of Napanee as the county seat, and having
the major rail connection influenced the
choice.

Benjamin Files and William van Pelt Detlor
settled on the south side of the Napanee
River in 1822. In early days the village became
known as Rogues' Hollow. A number of
inns and taverns attracted rowdy millers
contributing to the name. Over the years the
village grew and by 1851 it had seventeen
manufacturing businesses, two gristmills,
five sawmills, one carding and felting mill
for wool, a foundry and two tanneries. The
population had grown to twelve hundred by
1857 and one year later it was incorporated.

Newburgh was a busy hub for the local
farmers with a livestock auction barn in the
centre of town. Farmers from the area could
buy and sell their livestock and enjoy home
cooked meals provided by local church
groups. Once again fire struck in March
1987 and the sales arena was lost to the

community. Assisted by the departments
from Napanee and Yarker, the volunteer
Newburgh fire department was able to
release about a dozen head of cattle but
sadly over eighty sheep, pigs and cattle
perished, though no human life was lost.
Today the village is slowly rebuilding and
new businesses have opened to service
the local population and visitors. In an
historic downtown location “Abrams
Bakery” is baking up mouth-watering treats.
Owned and operated by Trevor and Donna
Abrams, the bakery is open Tuesday to
Saturday. Besides baking breads, cakes,
tarts and home style pizzas, they will
make you a sumptuous deli sandwich.
It is a simple fare made with quality
ingredients.

In what would now be seen as an early
attempt at gentrification, the principal of the
Academy lobbied to have the village name
changed to Newburgh to distance it from
a disreputable past. Today the Academy is
divided into apartments but still stands tall
on the hill on the edge of the village.
Tragedy struck this thriving village in 1887
when eighty-four buildings on Main Street
were destroyed by fire. Of those, sixty-six
were eventually rebuilt. Further fires in
1902 and 1908 destroyed even more of the
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Mid June Newburgh is a hive of activity when the “Art
Among the Ruins” is hosted by the Anderson Family
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Next door to the bakery you will find “The Baker's Daughter Ice-Cream Shop”. Normally opening
just for the summer, this year the ice-cream shop and bakery are combining and the former
bakery space will function as an expanded kitchen. There is lots of parking across from the
shop. Take a walk along Main Street and indulge in some great ice-cream and perhaps take
home baked goods to enjoy later.
Further up the street at 460 Main Street check out Rogues' Hollow Antiques & Vintage Wares.
No matter what your taste in collectibles there is plenty to choose from: folk art, antique jugs,
Canadian primitive and Victoriana and more. Planned opening times from June are nine am
until midday.
North of the village at 53 Wartman Road, The Piggery Gallery has a collection of furniture, art,
home decor items and many fine gifts by local artisans and artists. The name says it all: the
gallery is housed in the former piggery and owner Jaana Parks is always welcoming.
Now local residents don't have too travel far to access important services. Today the village
retains a school, Post Office and United Church. The Hilltop Variety and Gas Bar embraces a
branch of the LCBO. Newburgh has a Pharma Choice, (2068 County Road 1) and there’s a clinic
with two doctors located near the river. Fresh eggs can be purchased from “The Egg Basket”
240 Embury Road. Ontario's largest chicken farms can be found here. This is a busy agricultural
area.
From mid June, Newburgh is a hive of activity when the “Art Among the Ruins” is hosted by the
Anderson Family. Artists and artisans set up tents and displays for the hundreds of visitors to
the event. In February “Canal Bash” celebrates the winter in Newburgh with a day long list of
activities, which attract a large number of volunteers in the community, including many local
fire department fighters.
Newburgh is a village that has endured many set-backs and a declining population but today
the resilient residents continue to make their homes here, and some have opened businesses
or taken on volunteer positions to give life back to a picturesque village once known as
“Rogues' Hollow”. E
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Fermenting
Fun
Ontario Fermentation Festival Celebrates its Third Year
BY SHARON HARRISON

T

hink fermentation, and beer may
come to mind. For others, it will be
wine and spirits. Add cheese to the
list. These obvious candidates form part of a
long list of fermented products found in our
everyday lives, yet many aren’t so obvious.
You may be not be aware that many of the
foods we consume regularly, go through a

because there are so many things that are
fermented,” says Jenna Empey, Pyramid
Ferments co-founder.
There is a science to fermenting, and while
it can be a complex procedure, it is also a
simple one with some easy make-at-home
examples for novices to try. The process dates

preservation, one that has fallen away from
our industrialized food system,” says Empey.
“People have lost contact with gut health
and are now realizing the gut health and
microbiome connection, and are returning
to it. They want to know more, and I want
people to be able to do this because it’s
important.”
Pyramid Ferments’ co-founders Jenna
Empey and husband Alex Currie are a little
passionate about ferments, having operated
their fermented food and beverage business
in Northport, Prince Edward County since
2012. “This is year seven, summer eight,
which feels like a very short and a very
long period of time at the same time,” says
Empey. Recently, they moved operations
to the disused warehouse premises at the
former Black River Cheese Company, where
fermenting, processing, bottling, labeling
and more now take place. “We keep growing
every year, and every year is the best year
yet.” Empey confides they do a lot with a
very small team of just four people, noting
both owners are in the business every day,
whether it’s working in the kitchen or on the
bottling line.

fermentation process. Think about coffee,
yoghurt and bread which also fall into this
category. Chocolate lovers may be interested
to know it too is a fermented product,
along with some teas. Then bring in kimchi
and kefir or kvass and kombucha. While
the traditional art of fermentation has been
lost over the years, the number of everyday
foods considered to have undergone a
fermentation process is a lengthy one.
“It’s a vast topic, but it’s specific as well
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back at least 10,000 years and is essentially a
chemical reaction whereby molecules, such
as glucose (starches and sugars), are broken
down anaerobically (meaning an absence of
oxygen) by bacteria. Fermentation is derived
from the Latin word ‘fermentare’, meaning ‘to
leaven’.
“Fermenting food is something people
used to do in communities or in families,
and it is one of the oldest forms of food

It is definitely slow food at its core, she
explains. The quicker ferments (kombucha
and kvass) take two weeks; the longer
ferment is sauerkraut which is four weeks,
sometimes longer. There is seasonality to
what Pyramid Ferments do; pickle season
starts in July when the local cucumbers
come on, and sauerkraut season wraps up in
the spring. “As we grow, we get better with
timing, so we make all the sauerkraut in the
fall and winter, but avoid summer because
the cabbage is too soft,” advises Empey.
“We are not a single focus food company,
we like to do a lot of different ferments,” she
says, “We have thirteen main products, all of
which are very different.” Pyramid Ferments
makes kombucha, sauerkraut and kimchi, as
well as pickles and kvass, and gut shots. “My
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Ontario Fermentation
Festival
August 3, 2019
Crystal Palace, Picton
ontariofermentationfest.com
pyramidferments.com

“We’ve always been a food community and
there is so much of that present here and
throughout the province. What we wanted
do to with the festival was put the spotlight
on food and beverage and fermentation,
because there are so many delicious things
and so many food choices.
“We really wanted to put the spotlight on
what Ontario does best; what we do here,
and to have a platform and build an industry
because I think that’s important.”
The third annual Ontario Fermentation
Festival has a family-friendly and fun vibe.
It provides an opportunity to learn about
ferments and fermentation, and to help
people become comfortable with the idea
and benefits of ferments. Sampling and
tasting with demonstrations and workshops
through the day will explain how it’s done,
‘because education is a big part of the
festival’ says Empey. "Knowledge and DIY
are paramount because people tell us they
want to learn how to create their own
fermented foods."

Mark Bartkiw

process is salt, bacteria, vegetables; or fruit,
no salt.” While Empey and Currie grow some
produce for use in fermenting, including
herbs and some of the speciality hard-to-find
ingredients, they also rely on local farmers
and producers to help with supply, so they
can focus on fermenting rather than farming.
Empey notes they can easily get through
2,000 pounds of cabbage each month in
sauerkraut season.
Two years ago, Pyramid Ferments decided a
festival centred on their favourite topic was
in order, and in 2017 launched the Ontario
Fermentation Festival.
It’s a grassroots
event, organized by a team of four plus a
core of volunteers. If it is pickled, fermented,
brewed, cultured or distilled, it can be found
at the festival. “We had been talking about
it for several years and then the timing felt
right, so we thought, let’s do it and see what
happens, so we held the first festival and it
was a dream." Year one attendance came in
at an impressive 600 people, with the second
year at 800.
Empey describes Prince Edward County as
the unofficial slow food capital of Canada.

There will be many new and returning
vendors, including food and craft vendors,
plus a children’s area with activities, and
even a ferment competition. Empey wants
people to come and bring the whole family
(kids under 12 are free) and just enjoy the
day and sample all the fermented foods and
drinks. Grown-ups will appreciate the allOntario craft beverage garden.
Fermentation revivalist and author Sandor
Katz is the keynote speaker this year. Other
speakers will cover tea, kombucha and wine,
along with a miso and shrub talk and taste.
“There will also be a mini-station, so people
can learn about a ferment in fifteen minutes,
such as sauerkraut, kombucha, kimchi and
kefir.”

of food. “It’s a celebration of fermentation,
because it’s so vast and so intriguing, and
you can do it yourself at home,” she says.
“While it takes attention, some types are
relatively low-tech and easy, so I just want
people to have that knowledge and to be
able to create healthy food for themselves.”
Organizers would appreciate hearing from
anyone who can lend a hand on 3 August
in any capacity. Volunteering gets you free
festival admission, free refreshments and an
invitation to the after party! E

The sub-theme of the festival is food security
and healthy food choices and options, says
Empey. “Essentially, what we do at Pyramid
Ferments is take cabbage and turn it into
a really interesting functional food, with
interesting flavours developed through the
fermentation process, but with working with
local suppliers and local food and Ontario
food which is something very important.“
Empey describes the festival as a celebration
Sharon Harrison
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Great Reads

By Aara Macauley
for Kingston WritersFest

Summer is made for reading – take a languid, sunlit day, add a hammock, beach chair or park bench, grab a good book, and you’ve got the
recipe for a perfect staycation. While you’re sure to encounter plenty of summer reading lists full of fluffy romance titles and generic thrillers, we
wanted to propose something a little different. Up for a gab session? Grab a cup of tea and get to know Bina, an eccentric Irishwoman at the
end of her rope. Looking for a bit of intrigue? Peek behind the curtain at the secret machinations of a Hong Kong gangster. Want to escape to
a foreign locale? Explore the ruins of ancient Vietnam temples. Feeling bold? Take a ride through the back alleys with the coolest kid in town.

Bina

by Anakana Schofield (Knopf Canada) May 2019
This title could be found on almost every most anticipated list for 2019, and anyone who has read Anakana before would
understand why. Bina springs from the same universe as Malarky and Martin John before it, but Bina stands up well
enough on its own, thank you very much. Schofield has a knack for developing characters that walk a fine line between
maddening and endearing. Her keen and sensitive observations allow us to understand why a character acts, thinks or
feels the way they do, without asking you to condemn – or expecting you to condone – them. A warning – of which this
book has many – if you are looking for a clean, quick narrative, this is probably not the book for you. Bina might claim to be
a very busy woman, but she has a singular talent for segues, distraction, and asides that might rival even Tristram Shandy.

........................................................................................................

this keeps happening

by H.B. Hogan (Invisible Publishing) November 2018
Hogan’s collection is all about characters down on their luck – some stumbling from one bad decision to another, others
simply resigned to their lot. From disillusioned suburbanites to runaway teens to those with aspirations greater than their
capabilities, this is another book that will leave you shaking your head at the sometimes twisted, sometimes absurd logic
of these individuals’ actions. A little off-kilter, and a lot of fun, this is a slim but memorable collection of short stories that
you can gobble up in an afternoon.

........................................................................................................
The Forbidden Purple City by Philip Huynh (Goose Lane) March 2019
Another impressive debut short story collection, The Forbidden Purple City takes readers on an evocative journey
from historical Vietnam to modern-day Vancouver, from the perspective of ex-pats, refugees of poverty, war and
political turmoil, and first generation Canadians. The struggle of individuals to be noticed, to blend in, to scrape
by, or to make it big is a common theme in the book. But these are not weepy stories of unattained dreams – they
are vignettes full of humour, pride, stubbornness and resilience. The vivid descriptions in this collection promise
to transport you to the sights, sounds and smells of backyard BBQs, Vietnamese kitchens, crumbling temples and
rumbling muscle cars.

........................................................................................................
Fate by Ian Hamilton (House of Anansi) January 2019
Fans of Hamilton’s Ava Lee series get doubly rewarded this year, with both a new Ava Lee story and an exciting spin-off
featuring a familiar face. Set in 1970’s Hong Kong, Fate starts with a power vacuum – the Dragon Head of the Fanling
Triad has died with no clear frontrunner to replace him. As the gang’s infighting intensifies, they inadvertently draw
rival gangs’ attention to the area — and to its wealth. As the roster of candidates for the role swells, an inconspicuous
young administrator quietly makes his move. Readers may recognize the young man’s name – Chow Tung – perhaps
better known by his nickname, Uncle.
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Pick up your copy at Books & Company in Picton
or online at invisiblepublishing.com
Royalties support the Prince Edward Learning Centre
ISBN 978-1-988784-28-1 | $17.95
invisiblepublishing.com
@invisibooks
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Fine Homes & Real Estate
To showcase your properties in our Fine Homes section please contact:
tracey@grapevinemagazine.ca • Ph: 613.243.0079/1.855.550.1685

For the Durham region, contact:
lisa@grapevinemagazine.ca • Ph: 905.626.2370
Please visit our website at grapevinemagazine.ca where you will see our coverage
area, current and past issues.
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Where the Lake Meets the Sky
30
Deluxe
Waterfront
Condos

6

Stunning
Town
Homes

In the Heart of
Prince Edward County’s Wine Region

613. 969. 2044

www. twelvetreeswellington. ca
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THE LAST BITE
The Garden Party
G
By Sharon Harrison

arden parties began with Queen
Victoria in 1860s England, where she
referred to them as ‘breakfasts’, even
though they were held in the afternoon.
It was a flood of imported teas from the
colonies that prompted the ‘breakfasts’. In
those early days, the garden party took the
place of debutante presentation parties,
open only to royalty and nobility of the
time. As high society paused for afternoon
tea, usually at four o’clock, the private daily
ritual of many soon transformed into much
larger social gatherings. In the 18th and 19th
centuries, the gardens of the grand homes of
the upper classes were often used for private
entertaining, usually on an opulent and
sometimes voluptuous scale. Socializing,
relaxing and dining ranged from tea parties
to grand feasts, and included elaborate
firework displays, sunken pools for bathing,
carriage rides, dances, and even theatrical
performances, often under the light of a full
moon.
More elegant and formal affairs of the late
19th and early 20th centuries became far
less so by the late 1950s, when the present
Queen permitted ordinary folks to partake in
the privileged pastime. Nowadays, garden
parties in their many guises are a more
simplified summer tradition, where Queen
Elizabeth II continues the custom, hosting
three formal garden parties each summer
on the grounds of Buckingham Palace, with
another at the Palace of Holyroodhouse
in Edinburgh, the official Scottish royal
residence.
These invitation-only events bring around
30,000 people annually (over 6,000 per
garden party) to the palace grounds, where
a wide cross-section of ordinary folk are
recognized for their positive impact and
contribution to community, country and
Commonwealth. Garden parties allow the
Queen, often accompanied by her husband,
the Duke of Edinburgh, and sometimes other
members of the royal family, to mingle and
circulate with as many guests as possible.
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Receiving a hand-written invite to the oncein-a-lifetime event isn’t easy; you can’t simply
ask or pay for one.
A large network of representatives across the
country selects the nominees, so writing to
Buckingham Palace to ask for an invitation
won’t be successful. However, every invitee
is permitted to bring a plus-one.
The three-hour formal affair is reasonably
laid back as military brass bands play in
jovial fashion; the national anthem begins
and ends the party. Some of the forty acre
parkland and extensive gardens can be
roamed as cake is indulged, and tea, sipped.
A menu of finger foods includes some of
the Queen’s favourites, such as scones with
jam and clotted cream.
Around 27,000
cups of tea, along with about 20,000 slices

of cake are served at each royal garden party
by up to 400 staff—the strictly dry event
means no alcohol. Expect to find cucumber
sandwiches (with the crusts cut off ), Victoria
sponge cake, and strawberries and cream
among the very British offerings.
Garden party attire at formal or royal events
is usually morning dress or uniform for men,
and a smart dress and some form of millinery
for the ladies. Comfortable shoes are a must
because taking tea with the Queen involves
lots of walking and standing. Royal garden
parties proceed rain or shine. Variations
on the garden party theme have become
more mainstream across the pond; the
quintessential British summer tradition now
includes everyday folk hosting scaled-back,
more casual versions of the once grand
garden party. E

Actual Photo

Luxury Lofts for rent in
the historic Bata Shoe Factory
Contemporary urban style meets small town charm at Batawa Lofts.
New luxury condo-inspired rental lofts are now renting in a picturesque
village setting surrounded by parks and trails. Stunning living spaces,
gourmet kitchens, lavish bathrooms and an expansive rooftop patio offering
magnificent views of the Trent River, Batawa Ski Hill and the natural beauty
of Quinte West. Perfect for active outdoor pursuits and easy living alike.
You can also travel worry-free, with lock-and-leave convenience.
With so much to do and enjoy here, why not introduce a friend to Batawa Lofts?

Rental Lofts • 1, 1-Bedroom+Den, 2 and 2-Bedroom+Den • Contemporary Open Concept Interiors • High-End Finishes • Private Balconies
Stainless Steel Appliances • In-suite Laundry • Rooftop Patio • Ski Hill, parks, schools, community centre, ice rinks & more!

Visit the Leasing Office and tour the Decorated Model Suites today

LiveBatawa.com
Renderings are Artist concept. E. &. O.E.
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